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Title of Project: AN EX-POST ANALYSIS OF TRADING STRATEGIES IN 
HANG SENG INDEX OPTIONS 
ABSTRACT 
Hedging strategies have become a common tool in many financial centres to 
help insure large portfolios against adverse market fluctuations. On March 5，1993， 
the Hong Kong Futures Exchange Limited (HKFE) offered one more hedging and 
investment vehicle, the Hang Seng Index (HSI) Option on futures contracts. HSI 
Options allow investors to take advantage of future market movements while 
‘ providing a cushion for downward risk. Moreover options can be used to create a 
wide range of different payoff functions with different hedging strategies. In this 
paper，we present basic concepts, pricing models, trading mechanisms, trading 
strategies and prospects for options in Hong Kong. The major objective of this paper 
is to provide some insight and understanding of how options work rather than to 
advocate the use of any particular strategy. 
In our ex-post analysis of option trading strategies, we divide sixteen of the 
popular option trading strategies into four categories (namely the bullish, the bearish, 
the volatile and the stable market scenarios). Within each of the four scenarios, the 
strategies varied in degree of aggressiveness and loss potential. It is our aim to rank 一 
and interpret during a certain period of time (03 January 94 to 30 March 94)，which 
one of the option strategies would offer the highest return in the HSI market. 
Our empirical results suggested, as one would expect, that as the market had 
fallen considerably during our study period, the bearish strategies performed the best. 
On the other hand, the calendar spreads were found attractive to small investors厂as 
its payoff pattern was shown to be quite defensive in nature. 
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Since massive defaults in October 1987 forced a HK$ 1 • 8 billion bailout by the 
Territory's Government and major banks, the Hong Kong Futures Exchange Limited 
(HKFE) has been trying to rebuild its c r e d i b i l i t y � T h e Exchange has since revised 
its constitution and made structural changes by establishing a new clearing house, 
reserve fund, and margin requirements. 
In recent years, the trend in international financial markets has been the 
development of derivative products. For instance, warrants issued for underlying 
securities in Hong Kong were welcomed by investors, with the number of listed 
warrants approaching some 159 in 1991- on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong 
(SEHK) Ltd. In view of the prosperous warrant market, it is a widely held belief that 
HSI Options will also grow in popularity among Hong Kong investors. 
Consequently, the HKFE has launched options to suit the taste of investors, and to 
ensure that Hong Kong keeps pace with financial trends elsewhere. 
Hang Seng Index (HSI) Options were launched on March 5, 1993. These are 
option contracts where the underlying asset (security) is the futures contracts on the 
HSI. The development of this new product allows investors with large equity 
iRock, Tan Lee (1988) p.64-65 
2Lan, Patrick W.P. (1992) p.354 
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portfolios to hedge their risks and enhance portfolio performance by exploiting 
arbitrage opportunities through the use of call and put options. In addition, they also 
provide opportunities for speculative profit since unlimited profit potential is possible 
with options whilst maintaining limited downside risk. The highly geared nature of 
options makes options very attractive. 
The risks of trading options depend on investors' attitudes toward risks. 
Institutional and retail investors are prepared to face different levels of risk and, as 
a result, employ different strategies when using options. Institutional investors treat 
option price neutral (which means delta neutrality) and take advantage of volatility of 
the index whereas retail investors usually take advantage of option price movement.^ 
In this paper, we are looking at option trading strategies from the view point of retail 
investors. Other studies in this area have focused on the application of pricing 
models to HSI Options, [see Pang and Poon (1993)] 
The objectives of this paper are to investigate different option trading 
strategies and to examine how options can be used as a hedging vehicle. In Chapter 
II，theoretic background on option pricing and three broad categories of option users 
will be introduced. Chapter III presents an overall background on HSI Options and 
their trading mechanism. Chapter IV then provides a summary of different option 
trading strategies on different views of the market. Chapter V carries out an 
empirical study to show how several commonly used option strategies present 
different return patterns in practice. A review of the options market for 1993 is 
provided in Chapter VI. Chapter VII contains professionals' views on prospect of 
options in Hong Kong. Finally, Chapter VIII gives a conclusion on the paper. 




BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
The Black-Scholes Model 
In the early 1970s, Fischer Black and Myron Scholes made a major 
breakthrough by deriving formulae for pricing European call and put options on 
nondividend-paying stocks. One key parameter in this model is stock price volatility. 
There are a number of underlying assumptions of the B-S Model [see Black and 
Scholes (1973，p.637-659) for further elaboration]. In sum, they are as follows: 
1. There are no transaction costs or taxes. 
2. No dividends paid on underlying securities during the life of the option. 
3. There are no riskless arbitrage opportunities. 
4. Security trading is continuous. 
5. Investors can borrow or lend at the same risk-free rate of interest. 
6. Securities and options are infinitely divisible. 
7. Rate of return on underlying securities behaves as a random walk in 
continuous time. 8. The probability distribution of stock returns over an instant of time is normal. 
9. Variance of rate of return in the underlying security is constant over time, is 
known to all market participants. 
Their pricing formulae are as follows: 
Call Option price = SN(di) - e-''XN(d2) 
Put Option price = e-f丁XN(-d2) - SN(-di) 
where d, 二 ^ n f s m + fr + sV2)T 
s /T 
4 
二 ln(S/X) + (r -
s /T 
S = Current option price 
X = Strike price 
r = Risk-free interest rate 
T = Time to expiration of option 
s = (Historical or implied) volatility of the underlying 
asset 
Option Pricing 
In the options market, the word "premium” is used interchangeably with 
option price. Option price is made up of two different components: intrinsic value 
and time value. The intrinsic value is easy to determine from the difference between 
the strike price and the index level. In theoretical terms, the option premium at least 
equal to the option's intrinsic value. Therefore, intrinsic value is also called 
theoretical value. The time value is more complex and is the reason behind the need 
for option pricing models. This is the difference between the option premium and its 
intrinsic value. 
For most investors, the actual working of the mathematical pricing model is 
not as important as an understanding of how the option price will be expected to 
change under different market conditions. 
Although the index level and volatility of the market are the two most 
important factors affecting the option price, all the following parameters will affect 
the price of the option :-
Price of the underlying asset 
Call options become more valuable as the price of the underlying asset 
increases and less valuable as the strike price increases. Put options therefore behave 
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in the opposite way to call options. 
Volatility of the underlying asset 
Volatility is a statistical measure of the tendency of a market price or yield to 
vary over time. It is usually measured by the variance or annualized standard 
deviation of the price, rate, or return. Volatility is high if the price, yield, or return 
typically changes dramatically in a short period of time. Volatility is one of the most 
important elements in evaluating an option, because it is usually the only valuation 
variable not known with certainty beforehand. If price volatility of the underlying 
asset increases, option price will also increase. 
Time to expiration 
Options are a wasting asset in the sense that an option will lose time value as 
progress is made (for a given level of intrinsic value) towards expiration. On the 
expiry day, options that have not been exercised will expire worthless. Options with 
a longer time to expiry will be more valuable as there is more time for a favourable 
market move. 
The risk-free interest rate 
The risk-free interest rate affects the option price in a less clear-cut way. 
Theoretically, an increase in interest rates has two effects: increase in expected 
growth rate of the underlying asset; and decrease in the present value of any future 
cash flows received by the holder of the option. 
Both effects tend to decrease the price of a put option. For a call option, the 
first effect tends to increase its price, while the second effect tends to decrease it. 
However, in reality, the first effect always dominates the second effect. In sum, the 
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value of a call option will increase as the risk-free interest rate increases. 
For American options, it is never optimal to exercise an American call option 
on a nondividend-paying stock prior to expiration. Unlike a dividend-paying stock, 
which the stock price will decrease after the dividend paid date, the stock price of a 
nondividend-paying stock will not decrease during the life of the option for the 
dividend reason. Thus, there is no need for exercising the American call option just 
prior to the ex-dividend day, as is usual for dividend-paying stocks. 
Another reason of waiting rather than exercising prior to expiration is that the 
latter requires immediate outlay of capital, which is the strike price; whereas the gain 
is just its intrinsic value, which equals to current stock price (S) minus the strike price 
(X). Hence, interest earning would be lost for early exercise of the American call 
option. Furthermore, in the market, the call option premium is worth S minus Xe"'"'^ , 
which is a larger amount than its intrinsic value, S minus X, because time-value of 
the option is embedded. In effect, at any time spot before expiration, even selling the 
call option would be more valuable than immediately exercising it. In sum, it is not 
justifiable to sacrifice the call option which cost S minus Xe-'T, in order to gain the 
benefit of early exercise, which equals S minus X, i.e. its intrinsic value. 
However, there are some circuinstances under which the early exercise of an 
American put option on such a stock is optimal, for instance, when the market is 
z likely to decline before the expiry day. 
Users of Options 
Three broad categories of traders can be identified: hedgers, speculators, and 
arbitrageurs. 
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While futures markets can meet the needs of hedgers, option contracts can 
provide insurance. Options provide a way in which investors can protect themselves 
against adverse price movements in the future while still allowing them to benefit 
from favourable price movements. Unlike futures, options involve the payment of 
an up-front fee, namely an option premium. To enter into a futures contract, an 
investor must keep a margin account with his or her broker. This is adjusted daily 
to reflect gains or losses, and the broker may require the account to be topped up 
from time to time if adverse price movements have taken place. 
Whereas hedgers want to avoid an exposure to adverse movements in the price 
of an asset, speculators wish to take a position in the market. Either they are betting 
that the price will go up or they are betting that it will go down. 
Arbitrage involves locking in a riskless profit by simultaneously entering into 
transactions in two or more markets. 
8 
CHAPTER III 
HANG SENG INDEX OPTIONS 
The Hang Seng Index (USD 
The HSI is a capitalization-weighted index compiled and maintained by the 
Hang Seng Index Services Company Limited. It is the most widely quoted index in 
Hong Kong and as such is used as a proxy for the market as a whole. 
The HSI was first published in 1969. In 1985, four sub-indices were 
introduced: finance, utilities, properties and industry. There are 33 constituent stocks 
in the Index (see Appendix 1). Every stock in the Index is represented in one of the 
four Sub-indices. 
The basic formula used to calculate the Index and Sub-Indices is: 
Current Total Market Value of Constituents Stocks x 100 
Total Market Value of Constituent Stocks at Base Date 
The Index and Sub-Indices are based on a weighted average of market values. 
The impact on the Index or Sub-Indices of a price change in any given stock will 
depend on the size of that company's capitalization. Market value is determined by 
the price of the stock multiplied by the number of shares outstanding. Higher 
capitalized share components will have a greater impact on the level of the Index than 
with lower capitalized share components. (For further discussion of HSI, see Fan 
(1992) p.49-72) 
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In recent years, the HSI has been maintained so that it represents 75% of total 
market value and 70% of total market turnover. 
Although the underlying shares in the index are quoted in terms of dollars and 
cents, the index is quoted in index points. For HSI Futures and Options each index 
point is equivalent to HK$50.00. An option quoted at 100 points will have a contract 
value equal to HK$5,000 (100 points x HK$50 per point). Clients will also have to 
pay trading fees and commissions (details of contract specifications of Hang Seng 
Index Options are shown in Appendix 2). 
Mechanics of Trading in HSI Options 
The last trading day for options and futures is the second last business day of 
the contract month. On the final business day, the settlement date, the Clearing 
House of the Exchange uses an average of HSI prices taken at five-minute intervals 
throughout the day in order to determine the Official Settlement Price for both HSI 
Futures and HSI Options. HSI Options and HSI Futures trade on a quarterly cycle 
of current (spot) month, following month and the subsequent two quarter months 
(March, June, September and December). The expiration cycle is as follows: 
January : January, February, March, June 
February : February, March, June, September 
March : March，April, June, September 
April : April, May, June, September 
May : May, June, September, December 
June : June, July, September, December 
July : July, August, September, December 
August : August, September, December, March 
September : September, October, December, March 
October : October, November, December, March 
November : November, December, March, June 
December : December, January, March, June 
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Because of the volatile nature of the stock and commodity markets, buying and 
selling options can involve a high degree of risk. The risks are set out in the Risk 
Disclosure Document (see Appendix 3) which all clients have to sign before opening 
an options trading account with their brokers. Clients will also receive an Options 
Information Statement (see Appendix 4) as part of the Client Account Agreement 
when setting up an options account with their broker. This provides a useful checklist 
for clients and lists all the trade details that the client should be familiar with before 
giving an options order. 
On March 5, 1993, a Registered Trader system was introduced for the HSI 
Options market, the first of its kind in Hong Kong. Under the new system, registered 
traders are committed to make firm bids and offers continuously within a reasonable 
maximum spread, to keep the market orderly and liquid. There are five registered 
traders who provide market making activities for HSI Options. They are Credit 
Lyonnais Securities Futures, Cresvale Futures (Hong Kong), Peregrine Futures (HK), 
Swiss Bank Corp group and Wardley James Capel (HK). 
The role of the registered traders is to ensure that the client will always have 
a price to trade at, and they do this by making a two-way price (bid price and offer 
price) without knowing whether the client wishes to buy or sell. The registered 
traders all have pricing sheets which show the theoretical values for the options under 
different market conditions. (For further detafls relating to their specific activities, 
see "The First 90 Days of Hang Seng Index Options" p.25) 
Features of HSI Options 
In Hong Kong, the underlying security (asset) of HSI Options is the future 
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contracts on the HSI. Index options are slightly different to options on individual 
stocks. Stock options give the holder of the option of the right to buy, or sell, the 
underlying stock at a given price (the strike or exercise price), whereas HSI Options 
are contracts of difference and allow the holder to profit from the difference between 
the strike price of the option and the Official Settlement Price of the HSI. Automatic 
settlement is always in cash rather than by delivering the portfolio underlying the 
index. 
European Style 
The main features of HSI Options are that they are European in exercise style 
which means the HSI Options may be bought and sold on any trading day but be 
exercised (automatically by the Clearing House if they are "in the money") only on 
the Expiry Day. This makes the timing of exercise more certain for the short seller, 
whose option position may have been based on and be part of a total portfolio 
strategy. It is because the short seller can construct his/her portfolio which can be 
used as a hedging tool against the short position at a certain time. 
The reasons for introducing European style options are based on greater 
investor protection and a growing international trend/ Early exercise of American 
style options before the expiry day can result in an investor being exposed in an 
unhedged position in an adverse market. For^stock options this risk is reduced as it 
is easy to calculate whether it is advantageous to exercise options early, investors can 
be informed of the risk by their brokers and may want to trade out of a potentially 
risky position by selling the options on hand. 
For index options the early exercise rules and risk are not so easily defined. 
4Based upon interview with Ms. Monica W. Y. Lin of HKFE 
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There is an increasing trend in other Exchanges to introduce European style exercise 
for index options but American style exercise for stock options.5 
Cash Settlement on Exercise 
Those options which are "In-the-money" or have intrinsic value will be 
automatically exercised by the Clearing House as noted earlier. Those options not 
exercised are those which are "Out-of-the-money" as they have no intrinsic value. 
The intrinsic value of an option is the difference between the strike price and 
the index level on exercise of the option. On the expiry day, the Official Settlement 
Price is used as the index level. On other trading days the current index level is used 
even though the intrinsic value cannot be realised until the expiry day. The intrinsic 
value, as noted earlier, is measured in index points rather than as a dollar value. 
For example, with the settlement price of the index at 6000, a call option with 
a strike price of 5900 would receive the cash equivalent of 100 points intrinsic value. 
Since each index point represents HK$50.00 (the Contract Multiplier) the option 
holder would receive HK$5,000. A call option with a strike price of 6100 would not 
be exercised and would have an intrinsic value of zero. The intrinsic value can never 
be negative, as "Out-of-the-money" options will never be exercised and the option 
holder never has to pay more than the original premium of the option. 
For put options, the Clearing House will only exercise those options where the 
strike price is greater than the Official Settlement Price. 
Cash settlement is designed to attract fund managers who otherwise may be 
prohibited from directing funds into futures-based products. Operationally it is 
^ibidem 
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simpler for the Clearing House and their broker-members to settle into cash rather 
than into physical stock certificates given 33 stocks used in the Index. 
Risk of Trading Options 
The risks of trading options depend on whether one is buying or selling options. 
Buying options involves a limited risk. The most one can lose is the original 
purchase price; once it has been paid the buyer has no further liability. The risks 
involved with selling options depend on whether one is selling an option he/she 
already owns (in which case there is no risk as he/she is closing out his/her position) 
or whether he/she is selling an option which he/she does not already own (known as 
short selling). An investor who expected a strong market could either buy a call 
option or sell a put option, depending on their risk preference. Apart from risk 
preference, other expectations might govern this decision. 
Since short selling involves unlimited downside risk, an investor who wishes 
to trade both long and short positions has to set up a margin account with a broker. 
Since many option positions are put on to reduce market risk, the margin account will 
be valued to reflect the fact that one option can be used to offset the risk of another 
option. For this reason, the total option premium owed may be partly offset by a 
short position. Margin account is valued on a daily basis and investors are liable for 
daily margin and variation adjustment payments. 
Similarities and Differences Between HSI Options on the Futures Contracts and HSI 
Futures 
HSI Options are designed to be identical to HSI Futures in respect of all other 
14 
specifications, including delivery months, trading hours, expiry day and settlement. 
These similarities mean that the two markets will be highly linked, with quotations 
in the HKFE serving as a key reference point for quotes in the Option until expiry. 
For arbitrageurs and hedgers, this linkage should ameliorate the tendency that exists 
now for stock and futures market prices to become decoupled under certain 
conditions. In reality, when the stock market is in decline, the futures market may 
not drop as fast as the stock market does. 
The main difference between an option and a future lies in the risk of the 
position when the market goes in the opposition direction from that expected by the 
investor. A buyer of a HSI Futures contract has to buy the index at the contract price 
even if the market has fallen below this level. The buyer of a futures contract makes 
a profit when the index is above the contract price but makes a loss when the index 
is below the contract price. In volatile markets where the index is moving over a 
large trading range, the buyer of a future can have very large losses or very large 
profits. However, all "Out-of-the-money" options will not be exercised and the buyer 
of a HSI Option has limited loss. The maximum that the buyer of an option can 




OPTIONS TRADING STRATEGIES 
Due to the number of strikes and months available, investors have a large 
number of strategies open to them. For illustration purposes, commission, transaction 
costs and levies will be omitted from the examples. However, these factors may 
affect a strategy's profitability and investors should discuss these added costs with 
their brokers before deciding which strategies to trade. 
A long position results from an opening purchase. It does not refer to market 
direction, i.e. although a long call position is equivalent to longing the cash (equity) 
market, a long put position is equivalent to shorting the cash (equity) market. 
By contrast, a short position in options means that an option writer acquires 
his/her short position by selling an option that he does not previously own. Similar 
to the previous case, the word "short" does not refer to market direction, e.g. writer 
of a put position would be short in the option but long the market. 
The following section summarizes a few dominant strategies based upon 
different views of the market. Further elaboration of each strategy will be found on 
Chapter VI. 
Rising Market Strategies 
An investor holding a bullish view on the stock market can select to do any one 
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of the following strategies. Depending on the magnitude of the market rally, the 
investor can choose one particular strategy best suited to his/her desired level of risk 
and to reflect his/her view of the market. 
TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF RISING MARKET STRATEGIES 
View of the Strongly Bullish Bullish Moderately 
market Bullish 
Long Call X 
Short Put X 
Bull Call Spread X 
Bull Put Spread X 
If the investor holds a strongly bullish view on the market, he/she can buy a 
call option which allows the holder to have unlimited profit potential from an upwards 
move in the market, while loss is limited to the option premium paid. 
Using short put strategy, option writer takes in the premium but is obliged to 
deliver the intrinsic value to the counterparty if the option is exercised. If the index 
falls, he/she will have unlimited downside risk until the underlying goes to zero. 
Profit potential is limited to the option premium received. 
A bull spread is a moderately bullish strategy, which is not as bullish as buying 
a call or selling a put. Investor can construct a bull call spread by longing a lower 
strike call and shorting higher strike call of the same expiry month. The idea is that 
after the investor is longing a "In-the-money" call option, he/she can then write a 
higher strike option to create a bull spread and enhance his/her profits. Or an 
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investor can establish a bull put spread by longing lower strike put and shorting 
higher strike put of the same expiry month. 
For a bull call spread, there is always an initial cash outlay since a lower strike 
call is worth more than a higher strike call. On the contrary, there will always be an 
initial cash inflow for a bull put spread. 
Declining Market Strategies 
An investor holding a bearish view on the market can select to do any one of 
a number of strategies shown in Table 2. Some of these strategies reflect a strong 
bearish market sentiment and at the same time provide the investor with a known 
limited risk; the other strategies are suitable for investor who anticipates only a 
moderate price decline, and the risk/reward profile will depend solely on the 
investor's own view of the market. 
TABLE 2 
SUMMARY OF DECLINING MARKET STRATEGIES 
View on the Strongly Bearish Bearish Moderately 
market Bearish 
Long Put _X 
Short Call X 
Bear Put Spread ^ 
Bear Call Spread I X 
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If the investor has a strongly bearish view on the market, he/she can buy a put 
option to enjoy highly leveraged downside profits if the market falls, but with limited 
upside risk if the market rises. Gain is limited because the index will not drop below 
zero. 
Investors with bearish view can write a call option. Gain is limited to option 
premium received. If the market goes up, loss will be unlimited as the writer will 
have to deliver the intrinsic value to the counterparty as the option is exercised. 
A bear spread is a moderately bearish strategy, which is not as bearish as 
buying a put or selling a call. Investor can either construct a bear put spread by 
shorting a lower strike put and longing a higher strike put of the same expiry month 
or a bear call spread by shorting a lower strike call and longing a higher strike call 
of the same expiry month. Opposite to the bull spread, the bear call spread yields 
an initial cash inflow whilst the bear put spread requires an initial cash outlay. 
Volatile and Stable Market Strategies 
An investor anticipating a major fluctuation in the market but who is unsure of 
direction can select to long either a straddle or strangle. 
Longing a straddle means to long call and long put of the same strike price and 
of the same expiry month. 
Longing a strangle involves longing higher strike call and longing lower strike 
put of the same expiry month. For longing a strangle having cheaper call and put, 
the initial outlay will be less than that for longing a straddle. 
The above two strategies are quite safe because loss is limited to the total 
premium paid whilst profit potential is unlimited. 
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An investor anticipating a rather quiet market can use a short straddle, short 
strangle, do ratio call spread or ratio put spread. 
Shorting a straddle is the opposite of longing a straddle. It means to short call 
and short put of the same strike price and same expiry month. 
Shorting a strangle means to short a higher strike call and short a lower strike 
put of the same expiry month. Similar to shorting straddle, this strategy also has 
unlimited loss potential but limited profit potential. Therefore an investor is 
encouraged to use this strategy only if he/she is convinced that the market is likely 
to be stable. 
Ratio call spread is constructed by longing a lower strike call and shorting two 
higher strike calls of the same expiry month. It is similar to selling a straddle, except 
that it has limited risk when the market goes down. 
On the contrary, ratio put spread means longing a higher strike put and shorting 
two lower strike puts of the same expiry month. Ratio put spread yields limited 
upside profit when the market goes up, but unlimited downside risk when the market 
goes down. Similar to a ratio call spread, a higher ratio will generate a greater profit 
or a greater loss and the strike selection will determine whether the ratio put spread 
is a credit or debit transaction. 
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TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF VOLATILE AND STABLE MARKET STRATEGIES 
View on the Extremely Stable Stable with Stable with 
market Volatile slight bias to slight bias to 
upside downside 
Long Straddle X 
Long Strangle X 
Short Straddle X 
Short Strangle X 
Ratio Call Spread X 
Ratio Put Spread X 
Butterfly Spread 
A butterfly spread involves positions in options with three different strike 
prices. It can be created by buying a call option with a low strike price, buying a call 
option with a high strike price and selling two call options with a strike price halfway 
between low and high long call options. However this strategy is too complicated for 
retail investors to carry out, and is not a popular strategy in the market， 




Calendar spreads are the combination of two options (either two calls or two 
puts) that have the same strike price but different expiry days. 
A calendar spread can be created by selling a call option with a certain strike 
price and buying a longer-maturity call option with the same strike price. As the 
longer the maturity of an option, the more expensive it is, therefore a calendar spread 
requires an initial investment. This strategy also requires that when the shorter 
maturity option expires, the long-maturity option has to be sold in the market. 
In essence, the profit/loss pattern given by a calendar spread at the expiry of 
the shorter maturity option is similar to that of the butterfly spread. In other words, 
the investor will make a profit if the stock price at the expiration of the short-maturity 
option is close to the strike price of the short-maturity option. On the contrary, a loss 
will be incurred if the stock price is significantly above or significantly below this 
strike price. 
To comprehend the payoff mechanics, one has to consider what happens if the 
stock price is very low when the short-maturity option expires. The short maturity 
option will expires worthless, while the value of the long-maturity option which 
embeds its time factor will be a little greater than zero. Thus, the investor incurs a 
loss that is only a little less than the cost of setting up the spread initially. 
Next, if the stock price, St, is very high when the short-maturity option expires, 
then the short-maturity option will cost the investor St-X (X is the strike price of the 
option). Whereas the long-maturity option must be worth a little more than St-X. 
Again, the investor thus make a net loss that is a little less than the cost of setting up 
the spread initially. 
Finally, if the stock price is close to X, the short-maturity options will cost the 
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investor either a small amount or nothing at all. On the other hand, his long-maturity 
option is still quite valuable due to the time value effect. In this case, a significant 
net profit can thus be realized. 
There are altogether six ways to carry out calendar spreads. When two calls 
are used, the investor can create a neutral calendar spread, where the strike price 
chosen is close to the current stock price; or create a bullish calendar spread, where 
the higher strike price is selected; or create a bearish calendar spread, where a lower 
strike price is chosen. Similarly, the other three ways using two puts can create 
neutral calendar spread, bullish calendar spread or a bearish calendar spread. When 
two puts are used, the investor will buy a put option with longer maturity to 
expiration and sell a put option with shorter maturity to expiration. 
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CHAPTER V 
EX-POST STUDIES OF OPTION TRADING STRATEGIES 
The objective of our study is to investigate during a certain period of time (03 
January 94 to 30 March 94), which one of the option trading strategies would offer 
the highest return the in HSI market. 
The specified three months' period was chosen, as it represented the first 
quarter of the year 1994. This was worthwhile studying, as there was a tremendous 
rise in volatility and transaction volume of the HSI market during the previous quarter 
(October-December 93). How the following quarter would behave or respond should 
cast meaningful insight for the future long-term trend of the HSI market, i.e. it was 
interesting to know whether the volatility of the index would remain as remarkably 
high (over 50%) as before. 
Altogether sixteen strategies were used, which were classified into four 
categories in terms of the views on HSI market, namely the bullish, the bearish, the 
volatile and the stable market scenarios. Within each of the four categories or 
scenarios, the strategies varied in terms of degree of aggressiveness and loss 
potential. But each of them belonged to one of the four specific views for the 
prospective HSI movements in three months' time (except for the Calendar Spreads, 
which also includes just one month's horizon from 03 January to 28 January). 
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TABLE 4 
TIME FRAME OF OUR STUDIES 
Starting date of all strategies First Trading Date 1994 January 3 
Ending date of calendar spread First Expiry Date 1994 January 28 
二 Second Expiry Date 1994 February 25 
Ending date of all strategies Third Expiry Date 1994 March 30 
Methodology 
Within each of the four scenarios, the strategies with different risk attitudes 
practically yielded unique payoffs. Intuitively, these payoffs should be within the 
same broad range (e.g. either highly positive or highly negative) provided that they 
all belong to that particular scenario. Specifically, the various profits generated from 
all four scenario are ranked and examined in detail. Accordingly, we will give 
analysis and explanation to the empirical results. 
Considerable emphasis would be given to the calendar spread for both calls and 
puts. This was because the calendar spread was much complicated, comprising both 
a long and a short position. Besides, we could calculate its payoff either on both the 
March expiry day or the January expiry day alternatively. 
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TABLE 5 
SUMMARY OF THE FOUR SCENARIOS OF OUR STUDIES 
Bullish Bearish Volatile Stable 
View View View View 
Long a Call Long a Put Long Straddle Short Straddle 
Short a Put Short a Call Long Strangle Short Strangle 
Bull Call Spread Bear Call Spread Ratio Call Spread 
Bull Put Spread Bear Put Spread Ratio Put Spread 
Bullish Calendar Bearish Calendar 
Call Spread Put Spread 
Data Requirement 
The premiums for call and put options with strike prices ranging from 9,000 
to 12,000 (increment level of 1,000) were collected on three particular dates, namely 
January 03, January 28, and March 30, 1994 (see Appendix 6). They were 
respectively the first trading day of the year 1994, the first expiry date in 1994，and 
the third expiry date in 1994. In addition, the settlement level of HSI futures market 
(current month) and the cash market on those three days were required. 
Assumptions 
Throughout our analysis, we have five major assumptions. First, we ignore the 
possibility of early unloading of the option, i.e. we do not allow closing out the 
position before expiration. For example, a March call option bought on January 03 
would never be sold out for any profit during its lifetime. In other words, no matter 
how the market fluctuates, once a position was taken, it will be held until expiration. 
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Second，the risk-free discount factor/interest rate effect across the three months' 
time intervals is not taken into consideration for the sake of simplicity. 
Third，the strike prices of 11,000 and 12,000 are chosen as the neutral and 
popular price at January 03. In practice, this seems reasonable, as at that time the 
HSI futures was around 12,000 points. And it was at such a relatively high level that 
general price earnings multiple of over 20 was considered as momentarily too high 
for the Hong Kong stock market. 
Accordingly, the results from the lower strike level 11,000 is critically chosen 
as the essential comparison benchmark against all other strategies. 
Fourth, for calendar spreads, the profits could be evaluated at two timings, 
namely on the end of January (28) and the end of March (30). Usually, this kind of 
strategy aims its profit just at the expiration day of the short maturity option. 
However, here we extend our coverage of analysis until the expiration of the longer-
maturity option, i.e. until the end of March (30). This is carried out so that 
comparison with all other strategies which ended in March end can be made. 
Last, the pattern of strategies presented here, of course, in no way include all 
the possible ones that a single investor or institution can use. And obviously, so are 
the number of strike prices of the options selected. 
Rinpirical Results 
On January 03, 94, the first trading date of 1994, the cash index closed at 
12,086. To have a fresh review of the HSI market at that particular time spot, we 
record the comments from Robin Cohen, Credit Lyonnais Securities Futures Limited, 
"In December, during which the HSI rose some 3000 points, many investment 
managers considered various ways of hedging part of their portfolios against a reversal. 
Those who chose to sell futures found their funds locked in at distressingly low levels. 
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The buyers of puts sacrificed anything up to 5% for a three month at the money option but at 
ease they still have the protection albeit at a lower level. 
The most successful hedges, however, were the calendar put spreads, where the cost 
of the longer dated (March) put was written down by a sale of the near-term (January put) 
option. For investors of a view that the index may hold up for time being these remain the best 
approach.“ 
It is interesting for us to reveal whether his proposed strategy (with hedging 
character in nature), among all others, will contribute the largest profit after the 
assigned three months' period (on the expiry date March 30, 94). 
In reality, the Estimated Average Settlement (EAS) settled at 9,323 on the 
March 30 expiry date. Compared to the beginning January (current month) HSI 
futures at 12,315 (March futures at 12,370) on the first trading date of the year, the 
Hong Kong stock market fell over 20%. During the periods, the EAS was at 11,476 
on the January 28 expiry day, and at 9,998 on the February 25 expiry date. 
TABLE 6 
SUMMARY OF THE ESTIMATED AVERAGE SETTLEMENT (EAS) 
DURING THE PERIOD UNDER INVESTIGATION 
*EAS Absolute Cumulative 
Change % Change 
Start of all strategies Jan 3 **12,083 ：^ 
End of calendar spread Jan 28 11,476 (607) -5.02 
Feb 25 .9,998 (1,478) -17.26 
End of all strategies Mar 30 9,323 (675) -22.84 
*EAS is the Estimated Average Settlement of HSI Futures on the Expiry Day. 
**On January 3，there was no EAS, since it was not an Expiry Day. Instead, the figure used is the 
Cash Index settled on that day. 
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TABLE 7 
RESULT OF THE FIRST SCENARIO -
BULLISH VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
B U L L I S H Initial F i n a l P r o f i t ( i n t e r m s o f I n d e x P o i n t s ) “ 
Pos i t i on Exp i r y Cal l / St r ike Ou t l ay a t M a r e n d ( o r J a n e n d * * e x c l u s i v e l y f o r C a l e n d a r S p r e a d ) 
. S t r a t e g y M o n t h Put Pr ice ( Index Po in ts ) * ( M a r E x p i r y D a y : E A S a t 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
>1) L o n g a C a l l a ) 已 u y M a r c h C 12 ,000 - 1 0 1 5 - 1 0 1 5 = y o u r cal l o p t i o n exp i red w o r t h l e s s at Mar e n d 
b) B u y M a r c h C 11 ,000 - 1 6 6 5 - 1 6 6 5 = y o u r cal l o p t i o n exp i red w o r t h l e s s at Mar e n d 
c) B u y M a r c h C 10 ,000 - 2 4 6 0 - 2 4 6 0 = y o u r cal l o p t i o n exp i red w o r t h l e s s at Mar e n d 
I d) B u y M a r c h C 9 ,000 - 3 3 8 0 — 3 0 5 7 = - 3 3 8 0 + ( 9 , 3 2 3 - 9 , 0 0 0 ) 
2 ) S h o r t a P u t a) Sel l M a r c h P 12,000 650 - 2 0 2 7 = + 6 5 0 - ( 1 2 , 0 0 0 - 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
b) Sel l M a r c h P 11,000 305 - 1 3 7 2 = + 3 0 5 - ( 1 1 , 0 0 0 - 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
c) Sel l M a r c h P 10 ,000 130 - 5 4 7 = + 1 3 0 - ( 1 0 , 0 0 0 - 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
d) Sel l M a r c h P 9 ,000 51 5 1 = pu t o p t i o n of your c o u n t e r p a r t exp i r ed wor th less at Jan e n d 
3 ) B u l l C a l l S p r e a d B u y M a r c h C 11 ,000 - 1 6 6 5 
Sel l M a r c h C 12 ,000 1015 
- 6 5 0 - 6 5 0 = Initial Ou t lay 
f 
/ 
*A) B u l l P u t S p r e a d B u y M a r c h P 11,000 - 3 0 5 
‘ Se l l M a r c h P 12 ,000 650 
K ^ — — 
{ J a n E x p i r y D a y : E A S a t 1 1 , 4 7 6 ) 
？5) B u l l i s h C a l e n d e r a) B u y M a r c h C 12 ,000 - 1 0 1 5 5 1 5 = y o u r i n te rmed ia te cal l o p t i o n va lue at Jan e n d 
C a l l S p r e a d Sel l J a n C 12 ,000 680 0 = cal l o p t i o n of you r c o u n t e r p a r t exp i red wor th less at Jan end 
- 3 3 5 1 8 0 = - 3 3 5 + 5 1 5 
( M a r E x p i r y D a y : E A S a t 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
0 = y o u r cal l o p t i o n exp i red w o r t h l e s s at Mar e n d 
0 = cal l op t i on of you r c o u n t e r p a r t exp i red wor th less at Jan end 
一 • 一 … - 3 3 5 = - 1 0 1 5 + 680 一 
( J a n E x p i r y D a y : E A S a t 1 1 . 4 7 6 ) 
b) B u y M a r c h C 11 ,000 - 1 6 6 5 9 7 5 = y o u r i n te rmed ia te cal l o p t i o n va lue at Jan e n d 
Sel l J a n C 11,000 1430 — -476 = you r coun te rpa r t exe rc i sed cal l op t i on at Jan e n d 
-235、:::.::::、.:::： ： 2 6 4 ： = - 2 3 5 + 9 7 5 - 4 7 6 
( M a r E x p i r y D a y : E A S a t 9 . 3 2 3 ) 
0 = y o u r cal l o p t i o n exp i red w o r t h l e s s at Mar e n d 
—476 = you r c o u n t e r p a r t e x e r c i s e d ca l l o p t i o n at Jan e n d 
I - - - 7 1 1 = - 2 3 5 - 4 7 6 
； z 
( J a n E x p i r y D a y : E A S a t 1 1 , 4 7 6 ) 
c) B u y M a r c h C 10 ,000 - 2 4 6 0 1650 二 y o u r i n te rmed ia te cal l o p t i o n v a l u e at Jan e n d 
I Sel l J a n C 10,000 2350 — 1 4 7 6 = y o u r coun te rpa r t exe rc i sed cal l op t i on at Jan end -110 64 =-110+1650-1476 
I ( M a r E x p i r y D a y : E A S a t 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
I ' 、 0 = you r cal l o p t i o n exp i red w o r t h l e s s at Mar e n d 
i - 1 4 7 6 = y o u r c o u n t e r p a r t exe rc i sed cal l op t i on at Jan end 
I - 1 5 8 6 = - 1 1 0 - 1 4 7 6 
I 
i•會AU i n i t i a l o u t l a y s ( o f o p t i o n p r e m i u m s ) o n J a n u a r y 0 3 ’ 1 9 9 4 ; a n d a l l final p r o f i t s a r e e x p r e s s e d i n t e r m s o f H e n g S e n g I n d e x P o i n t s • 
； F o r a c t u a l f i g u r e s i n m o n e t a r y t e r m s , t h e c a l c u l a t e d I n d e x P o i n t s s h o u l d b e c o n v e r t e d i n t o H K d o l l a r s 
V v i a m u l t i p l y i n g $ 5 0 f o r o n e I n d e x P o i n t . 
I ' * * J a n e n d i s t h e J a n u a r y E x p i r y D a y : J a n u a r y 2 8 , 1 9 9 4 




PROFIT & LOSS OF THE SECOND SCENARIO : 
BEARISH VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
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Note : EAS is the Estimated Average Settlement of HSI Futures on the Expiry day. 
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FIGURE 2(B) 
PROFIT & LOSS OF THE SECOND SCENARIO : 
BEARISH VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
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31 FIGURE 1(C) 
PROFIT & LOSS OF THE FIRST SCENARIO : 
BULLISH VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
Calendar Call Spread at X =11,000 on January 
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Analysis of the First Scenario -
Bullish Anticipation on the HSI Market 
Ranking of Profits 
Among all bullish strategies presented here, a general negative profit range was 
displayed. One of the two exceptions was shorting the 9,000 put which generated a 
slight 51 points return, as the counterpart could not exercise the option sold to him 
when EAS settled at 9,323. The other one was the bullish calender call spread at 
three different strike prices, which gave positive payoff of respectively 180，264 and 
64 points on the January expiry date [see Table 7]. 
However, if we limit our comparison benchmark for only X = 11,000^ or 
12,000 on the March expiry date, then the least suffering one was the calendar call 
spread at X = 12,000. Its loss was just 335 points. Next came the bull call spread. 
It lost the initial outlay 650. 
Among all, the worst strategy was longing the March 9,000 call. A 3,057 
point loss of the initial premium paid would be suffered, even after you had exercised 
the 9,000 call to recover 323 points. 
Mechanics of the Bull Spread 
For both bull call and put spread, the upside potential gain was constructed to 
sacrifice for a limited downside loss. In essence, this is a moderate strategy with 
mediocre payoff pattern, especially for the two extreme market movements. 
Here, as the HSI futures fell from 12,315 on January 03 to 9,323 on March 03, 
the market experienced a considerable drop in value. However, using the bull 
7x is the symbol used for strike price of the option. X = 12,000 means the option 
of concern is of strike price 12,000. 
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spread, all what you lost was just limited to 655 or 650 index points. Even under 
such an adverse position for the investor, the loss from these bull call or put spread 
are considerably lower than other bullish strategies. For instance, longing a call or 
shorting a put at X = 11,000 or 12,000 would cost you to suffer from loss ranging 
from 1,015 to 2,027 respectively [see Figure 1(B)]. 
Mechanics of the Calendar Call Spread 
Conventionally, the use of calendar spread is set to maximize its profit on the 
expiration of the short-maturity option, if at that time the index stays at the chosen 
strike price. This argument can be empirically illustrated by the sixth strategy at 
X = 11,000. 
On the January expiry date, the EAS which ended at 11,476 was closest to 
X = 11,000, among the two other X = 12,000 and X = 10,000 that the two other 
calendar call spreads used. Therefore, the empirical result of earning 264 points by 
the sixth strategy was the best among the two other calendar call spreads. Practically, 
the profits of the latter were just 180 and 64 respectively on the January expiry date. 
In order to understand the payoff pattern, it should be noted that the January 
11,000 call option you sold had only cost you 476(= 11,476-11,000) points. 
However, your March 11,000 call option held was still quite valuable at 975 due to 
the time value it embedded for the coming two months. Thus, the overall profit at 
the January expiry date was the highest at 264 [see Figure 1(C)]. 
On the other hand, the seventh strategy had cost you 1,476 (=11,476-10,000) 
points. Although the March 11,000 call option did worth a little more than 1,476 
(=EAS-10,000) at 1,650 due to time effect, the overall profit was just 64. 
Last, for the fifth strategy, the sold January 12,000 call option cost you 
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nothing，as your counterpart could not exercise his option when EAS on the January 
expiry date settled at 11,476. Although having grasped all the 680 premium, your 
March 12,000 call option held decreased in value to 515 from 1,015. In sum, your 
overall return was just 180. 
If we extend our analysis to the March expiry date, then it was interesting that 
the Calendar call spread which held the March 12,000 call suffered the least, with 
loss only at 335 points. Next came the spread which held the March 11,000 call, 
with loss at 711. The last was the spread which held the March 10,000 call, with 
loss at 1,586. 
In order to explain such result, it should be noted that the smaller the strike 
price (11,000), the greater the loss that had already suffered on the January expiry 
date (e.g. 1,476), as your counterpart could have exercised your call option sold to 
him at a greater profit. In addition, on the March expiry date, none of the three call 
options here was able to be exercised to make any profit at all. So, the heaviest loss 




RESULT OF THE SECOND SCENARIO -
BEARISH VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
i B E A R I S H Initial F i na l P ro f i t ( in t e r m s of I n d e x P o i n t s ) ‘ 
Posit ion Expiry Call/ Strike Outlay a t Mar e n d (or J a n e n d * * e x c l u s i v e l y f o r C a l e n d a r S p r e a d ) 
S t r a t e g y Month Put Price (Index Points)* (Ma r E x p i r y D a y : EAS at 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
1) L o n g a P u t a) Buy March P 12,000 - 6 5 0 2 0 2 7 = - 6 5 0 + ( 1 2 . 0 0 0 - 9 3 2 3 ) 
b) Buy March P 11,000 - 3 0 5 1 3 7 2 = - 3 0 5 + ( 1 1 , 0 0 0 - 9 3 2 3 ) 
c) Buy March P 10,000 - 1 3 0 5 4 7 = - 1 3 0 + ( 1 0 , 0 0 0 - 9 3 2 3 ) 
d) Buy March P 9,000 - 5 1 - 5 1 = your put opt ion expired worthless at Mar end 
I ~ ~ “ 
I 2) S h o r t a C a l l a) Sell March C 12,000 1050 1 0 1 5 = call opt ion of your counterpart expired worthless at Mar end 
'' b) Sell March C 11,000 1665 1 6 6 5 = call opt ion of your counterpart expired worthless at Mar end 
c) Sell March C 10,000 2460 2 4 6 0 = call opt ion of your counterpart expired worthless at Mar end 
d) Sell March C 9,000 3380 : : : 3 0 5 7 = + 3 3 8 0 - ( 9 , 3 2 3 - 9 , 0 0 0 ) 
• 
— -• _ • — — — ~ — • I 
I.I 
I 3) B e a r C a l l S p r e a d Buy March C 12,000 —1015 
Sell March C 11,000 1665 
650 6 5 0 = Initial Inflow 
1 
/ 
^ 4) B e a r P u t S p r e a d Buy March P 12,000 - 6 5 0 
I Sell March P 11,000 305 
- 3 4 5 6 5 5 = - 3 4 5 + (12000-11000) 
I ‘ •i i 
( J a n E x p i r y D a y : EAS a t 1 1 , 4 7 6 ) 
I 5) B e a r i s h C a l e n d a r a) Buy Mar P 12,000 - 6 5 0 1125 = your intermediate put opt ion value at Jan end 
P u t S p r e a d Sell Jan P 12,000 365 - 5 2 3 = your counterpart exercised put opt ion at Jan end 
- 2 8 5 3 1 7 = - 2 8 5 + 1 , 1 2 5 - 5 2 3 
(Mar E x p i r y D a y : EAS at 9 ,323 ) 
2677 = you exercised your put opt ion at Mar end 
- 5 2 3 = your counterpart exercised put opt ion at Jan end 
- - - - . 1 8 6 9 二 - 2 8 5 + 2 . 6 7 7 - 5 2 3 
( J a n E x p i r y D a y : EAS a t 1 1 . 4 7 6 ) 
b) Buy Mar P 11,000 - 3 0 5 585 = your intermediate put opt ion value at Jan end 
Sell Jan P 11,000 120 0 = put opt ion of your counterpart expired worthless at Jan end 
- 1 8 5 4 0 0 = - 1 8 5 + 5 8 5 
(Mar E x p i r y D a y : EAS at 9 ,323 ) 
1677 = you exercised your put opt ion at Mar end 
0 = put opt ion of your counterpart expired worthless at Jan end 
- “ 1 4 9 2 = - 1 8 5 + 1 , 6 7 7 
‘： . 
( J a n E x p i r y D a y : EAS a t 1 1 , 4 7 6 ) 
; c) Buy Mar P 10,000 —130 290 = your intermediate put opt ion value at Jan end 
Sell Jan P 10,000 45 0 = put opt ion of your counterpart expired worthless at Jan end 
- 8 5 2 0 5 = - 8 5 + 290 
s (Mar E x p i r y D a y : EAS at 9 ,323 ) 
！ 、、 677 = you exercised your put opt ion at Mar end 
•i 0 = put opt ion of your counterpart expired worthless at Jan end 
5 9 2 = - 8 5 + 6 7 7 
M 會Al i n i t i a l o u t l a y s ( o f o p t i o n p r e m i u m s ) o n J a n u a r y 03 , 1 9 9 4 ; a n d a l l final p r o f i t s a r e e x p r e s s e d in t e r m s of H e r v g S e n g I n d e x P o i n t s . 
H F o r a c t u a l f i g u r e s i n m o n e t a r y t e r m s , t h e c a l c u l a t e d I n d e x P o i n t s s h o u l d b e c o n v e r t e d m t o HK d o l l a r s 
vi v i a m u l t i p l y i n g $ 5 0 f o r o n e I n d e x P o i n t . 
* * J a n e n d is t h e J a n u a r y E x p i r y D a y : J a n u a r y 28 , 1 9 9 4 
M a r e n d is t h e M a r c h E x p i r y D a y : M a r c h 3 0 ’ 1 9 9 4 
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FIGURE 2(A) 
PROFIT & LOSS OF THE SECOND SCENARIO : 
BEARISH VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
Pointe Long Put 
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孤 1 I 
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-1500 丄 
Note : EAS is the Estimated Average Settlement of HSI Futures on the Expiry day. 
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FIGURE 2(B) 
PROFIT & LOSS OF THE SECOND SCENARIO : 
BEARISH VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
„ Bear Call Spread 
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Key : Profit pattern of Buying 12,000 Call 
Profit pattern of Selling 11，000 Call 
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Net profit pattern 
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FIGURE 2(B) 
PROFIT & LOSS OF THE SECOND SCENARIO : 
BEARISH VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
\ Calendar Put Spread at X =11,000 on January 
Poinfe \ Expiry Day 
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Analysis of the Second Scenario -
Bearish Anticipation on the HSI Market 
Ranking of Profits 
Among all the bearish strategies presented here, the most profitable strategy 
was shorting the March 9,000 call. Its earning was 3,057 points. The second best 
performer was shorting the March 10,000 call. Accordingly, its earning was a bit 
less, at 2,460 points [see Table 8]. 
The result confirmed what Mr Paul Breen of Crevasale said, 
“ W h e n you are bearish on the market, generally, shorting a call will be more rewarding than 
longing a put. The superiority of a short position than a long position applies also well when 
you are bullish on the market.“ 
It is because of the unlimited risk when shorting a position. On the contrary, 
in a longing position, loss is limited. Accordingly, longing something will give less 
profit than the corresponding short if the market moves to your favourable side. 
However, if we limit our comparison benchmark for X = 11,000 or 12,000 on 
the March expiry date, then the most profitable one was longing the March 12,000 
put. Its earning was 2,027 points. Next came the calendar put spread at X = 12,000. 
It earned 1,869 points on the March expiry date. 
Overall, the worst strategy was longing the March 9,000 put. A 51 point loss 
of initial premium would have been suffered, as you cannot exercise the 9,000 put 
option. 
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Mechanics of the Calendar Put Spread 
On the January expiry date, with the same explanation as the calendar call 
spread, the empirical result of earning 400 points by the sixth strategy was the best 
among the two other calendar call spreads. Practically, the profits of the latter were 
just 317 and 205 respectively on the January expiry date. 
In order to understand the payoff pattern of the sixth strategy, one should note 
that it was successful that the January 11,000 put option you sold had cost you 
nothing. Moreover, your March 11,000 put option held was even more valuable at 
975 than at 305 before on 3 January. Not to mention its time value left, this was 
because the index had dropped from 12,083 to 11,476 on the January expiry date. 
Thus, the overall profit at the January expiry date was the highest at 400 [see Figure 
2(C)]. 
Similarly, for the seventh strategy, the sold January 10,000 put option cost you 
nothing, as your counterpart could not exercise his option when EAS on the January 
expiry date settled at 11,476. In addition to having grasped all the 45 premium, your 
March 10,000 put option held did even increase in value to 130 from 290. However, 
in sum, your overall return was still just 205. 
Last, the fifth strategy had cost you 523 ( = 12,000-11,476) points. Although 
the March 12,000 put option you held did worth more than the original outlay 650 
to become 1,125, in total, the overall profit was just 317. 
Our empirical comparison supported the theoretical truth that the one spread 
having X closest to the EAS really generates the greatest profit. 
If we extend the analysis to the March expiry date, then the calendar put spread 
which held the March 12,000 put was most profitable, with earning at 1,869 points. 
Next came the spread which held the March 11,000 put, with earning at 1492. The 
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last was the spread which held the March 10,000，with earning at 592. Obviously, 
the higher the strike price chosen, the higher would be the profit on the March expiry 
date. 
TABLE 9 
RESULT OF THE THIRD SCENARIO 
VOLATILE VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
Init ial Final Prof i t (in t e r m s of Index Points) at 
Pos i t i on Expi ry Cal l / S t r i ke Out lay Mar end (or J a n e n d * * exc lus ive ly fo r 
M o n t h Put Price ( Index Calendar Spread) 
S t r a t e g y Po in ts ) " (Mar Exp i ry Day : EAS at 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
1) L o n g S t r a d d l e Buy M a r c h C 1 1 , 0 0 0 - 1 , 6 6 5 
Buy M a r c h P 1 1 , 0 0 0 - 3 0 5 - 2 9 3 = - 1 , 6 6 5 - 3 0 5 + (1 1 , 0 0 0 - 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
2) L o n g S t r a n g l e Buy M a r c h C 1 2 , 0 0 0 - 1 , 0 1 5 
Buy M a r c h P 1 1 , 0 0 0 - 3 0 5 3 5 7 = - 1 , 0 1 5 - 3 0 5 + ( 1 1 , 0 0 0 - 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
* A I I o p t i o n p r e m i u m s fo r in i t ia l ou t l ay , and all f ina l p ro f i t s are exp ressed in HSI po in t s . For ac tua l f i gu re in 
m o n e t a r y t e r m s , t he ca l cu la ted index po in ts shou ld be mu l t i p l i ed by H K $ 5 0 . 
* * J a n end is t h e J a n u a r y Exp i ry Day : J a n u a r y 2 8 , 1 9 9 4 
M a r end is t he M a r c h Expi ry Day : M a r c h 3 0 , 1 9 9 4 
一 - - “ ‘ 
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FIGURES 
PROFIT & LOSS OF THE THIRD SCENARIO : 
VOLATILE VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
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Key ： Profit pattern of Buying 11,000 Put 
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Net profit pattern — - -
Note : EAS is the Estimated Average Settlement of HSI Futures on the Expiry day. 
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Analysis of the Third Scenario -
Volatile Anticipation on the HSI Market 
In essence, there was a higher profit enjoyed by longing a strangle, rather than 
by longing a straddle. 
This was contributed by the difference in the premiums of the two call options 
with strike prices 11,000 and 12,000 respectively. Since the higher the strike price, 
the lower the call premium, therefore, the 12,000 call option cost less than the 11,000 
call option. The first effect was to limit the maximum loss to only 1,320 points for 
the strangle strategy rather than 1,970 points for the straddle strategy [see Table 9]. 
Second, the breakeven point on the downside was higher for a strangle (9,680) 
than for a straddle (9,030). Thus for a downside market settling at 9,323 on the 
March expiry date, the strangle was shown to be more profitable than the straddle 
[see Figure 3]. 
Nevertheless, the straddle would have earned its advantage if the market had 
moved up. This was because its break even point was just 12,970, compared to the 




RESULT OF THE FOURTH SCENARIO 
STABLE VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
Init ial Final Prof i t (in t e r m s of Index Points) at 
Pos i t i on Expi ry Cal l / S t r i ke Ou t lay Mar end (or J a n e n d * * exc lus i ve l y for 
M o n t h Put Price ( Index Calendar Spread) 
S t r a t e g y Po in t s ) * (Mar Exp i ry Day : EAS at 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
1) S h o r t S t r a d d l e Sell M a r c h C 1 1 , 0 0 0 1 , 6 6 5 
Sell M a r c h P 1 1 , 0 0 0 3 0 5 - 2 9 3 = + 1 , 6 6 5 + 3 0 5 - ( 1 1 , 0 0 0 - 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
2 ) S h o r t S t r a n g l e Sell M a r c h C 1 2 , 0 0 0 1 , 0 1 5 
Sell M a r c h P 1 1 , 0 0 0 3 0 5 - 3 5 7 = + 1 ,01 5 + 3 0 5 - ( 1 1 , 0 0 0 - 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
3 ) Ra t io Cal l Buy x 1 M a r c h C 1 1 , 0 0 0 - 1 , 6 6 5 
S p r e a d Sell x 2 M a r c h C 1 2 , 0 0 0 2 , 0 3 0 
3 6 5 3 6 5 = + 2 , 0 3 0 - 1 , 6 6 5 
4 ) Ra t i o Put Buy x 1 M a r c h P 1 2 , 0 0 0 - 6 5 0 ‘ 
S p r e a d Sel l x 2 M a r c h P 1 1 , 0 0 0 6 1 0 
- 4 0 - 7 1 7 二 + ( 1 , 0 0 0 - 4 0 ) - n 1 , 0 0 0 - 9 , 3 2 3 ) 
* A l l o p t i o n p r e m i u m s fo r in i t ia l ou t l ay , and all f ina l p ro f i t s are exp ressed in HSI po in t s . For ac tua l f igure in 
m o n e t a r y t e r m s , t h e c a l c u l a t e d index po in t s shou ld be mu l t i p l i ed by H K $ 5 0 . 
* * J a n end is t h e J a n u a r y Exp i ry Day : J a n u a r y 2 8 , 1 9 9 4 
M a r end is t h e M a r c h Expi ry Day : M a r c h 3 0 , 1 9 9 4 
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FIGURE 2(A) 
PROFIT & LOSS OF THE SECOND SCENARIO : 
BEARISH VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
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FIGURE 2(A) 
PROFIT & LOSS OF THE SECOND SCENARIO : 
BEARISH VIEW ON THE HSI MARKET 
D Ratio Call Spread 
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Analysis of the Fourth Scenarit) : 
Stable Anti cipation on the HSI rVlarket 
The ratio call spread was the best here. Its strength lay in its protection against 
downside risk below 11,000 points. In other words, a 365 gaill of call prellliulll had 
been realized, no Inatter how far the index 1l1oved below 11,000 lsee F:igure 4(13)]. 
By contrast, the ratio put spread have to suffer loss proportionatel y as the index 
had fallen below 11,000 on the March expiry date. That is, without any down side 
protection, t.he lower the index below 11,000, the larger will be the loss incurred. 
As a cOlnpensation, this rat.io put spread served to lilnit loss of only 40 points 
for index nSlng above 11,000. However, in this case, such benefit could not be 
ITIaterialized, as the EAS at March end settled at 9, :)23. 
SUIl1Il1ary of Our Analysis 
FrOITI our ell1pirical results, as the ll1arket had fall en considerably during our 
study period, obviously t.he profits froll1 bearish strategies were the highest. In 
particular, shorting a call gave 1l10re pay<.yff than buying a put in equivalent terlllsx. 
On the other hand, the payoff pattern of both bull and bear spreads (in eit.her calls or 
puts) was just Inoderate. 
Besides, for calendar spreads (in either two calls or two put.s), and even for 
8 ExalTIples of conditions when two opt.ion positions are 'in equivalent: tcnns' 
1) Current Index level at 12,000 
2) selling a 9,000 Call 
3) buying a 12,000 Put. 
4) the Index at expiry ends up at 9,000. 
Although the 12,000 Put bought can earn you 3,000 points, you have to pay the put 
option prelTIiulTI upfront. By cont.rast, the 9,000 Call sold would have grapsed all the 
premiUlTI which is ITIOre than 3,000 points. 
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those of them which set up at a wide range of strike prices (10,000 to 12,000), non-
negative payoffs could be generated on the January expiry date. Even on the March 
expiry date, calendar spreads did outperform just longing a call or a put, as premiums 
could be received beforehand on the first trading day of the year. Thus, this kind of 
protective strategy could be employed extensively by small investors who often have 
risk-averse attitudes. 
Finally, for both volatile and stable scenarios, it can be observed that neither 
the straddle nor the strangle strategy (either with long or short position) could give 
a satisfactory return, although the market had already moved over 20% during the 
period under study. 
The poor result of the volatile scenario could be explained by the fact that the 
higher the market volatility (e.g. on January 03, 94), the higher cost of the options 
premium (both call and put) were charged to the initial outlay for the investor. 
The payoff pattern of the ratio (call or put) spreads was just identical to 
shorting a straddle, except that one side of the movement could be protected. For an 
investor to succeed, he has to bet correctly to avoid the other side of the market 
movement. In essence, the ratio spread is similar to butterfly spread, but without the 
benefit of protection on both sides. 
Limitations 
The option strategies studied in this paper were limited in both number and 
style. It is admitted only those important or popular strategies were examined and 
used for cross-comparison. Despite such incomprehensiveness problem, we have 
already tried our best to incorporate for the options the strike prices ranging from 
A .( 
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9，000 to 12,000. Naturally, this range should be considered as the most acceptable 
and probable movement for the prospective three months' period from January 03, 
94 onwards. This is in an effort to make the study resembling reality as much as 
possible. 
For the sake of simplicity, our calculation of profits of various strategies do not 
consider the effect of interest rate or discount factors. In fact, for a more accurate 
analysis of the calendar spread, the payoff from the January expiry date, either 
positive or negative, should be compounded with the rate of Hong Kong treasury 
bills, until the March expiry date. Only this can an accurate overall profit for that 
particular strategy be computed. 
Recommendations 
For future research, the ex-post analysis can include those option strategies in 
conjunction with longing or shorting the underlying futures, i.e. covered and 
protective calls and puts. 
Besides, a longer time horizon (e.g. one year) can be chosen for a more in-
depth investigation of the payoffs. This surely can minimize any non-structural shock 
or seasonal effects of the index market. When this is done, the effect of the discount 
rate should be taken into account. 
In addition, the official transaction costs including commission and levies 
should be included in calculating the actual payoffs of those strategies. 
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CHAPTER VI 
REVIEW OF HANG SENG INDEX OPTIONS: THE 1993 EXPERIENCE 
Relationship between HSI Futures and HSI Options 
After the launch of options, total annual turnover on HSI Futures surged in 
1993 by 122.3% from 1992, totalling 2,415,739'' contracts. The highest monthly 
turnover recorded 351,1271�lots in November 1993, a 93.33% jump against the 
181 ,618� lots recorded in December 1992. From the professionals' point of view, 
open interest, which is a measure of the number of open positions in the contract 
market after the close of trading, is often a better indication of long term market 
liquidity. Open interest hovered above the 20,000'- mark in 1993. The highest 
open interest during the month soared from 14,212'^ lots on December 24, 1992 to 
45,87714 lots on December 13, 1993’ providing an increase of more than 220%. 
Mr. K. C. Leong, Chairman of the HKFE, noted that "the introduction of 
options on HSI has attracted both institutional and retail interest, and the futures 
volume of 1993 has doubled that of 1992"'\ 









HSI options had a good start on its launch day as the trading volume reached 
89816 lots, which was 10.46% of the trading volume for HSI futures. During the 
first three months of trading, the average volume was above 600 lots口. On May 18, 
1993, the trading volume reached 1,446 lots ' l On the same day, the futures trading 
volume was 6,103 lotsi9，which means that the options trading volume was 23.59% 
of the futures volume. A total of 295，22(P lots were traded in HSI Options market 
on the last trading day of 1993 since its inception on March 5, 1993 with the average 
daily turnover steadily increasing from 612^' contracts during the first three months 
to 2,40822 contracts for the last quarter of 1993. On the expiry day of December, 
options trading volume reached 2060 ]ots-\ 
Open Positions 
Statistics for open positions were also encouraging for the first three months. 
When the open positions data are presented graphically, they are usually in wave 
patterns and the beginning of each wave will be the expiry day of the current trading 
month. For instance, during the first quarter since its launch, there were two expiry 
days: April 29 and May 28. Open positions started to build up gradually from the 
i^Hong Kong Futures Exchange Ltd. "The First 90 Days of Hang Seng Index 




2 0 i b i d e m 
^Hbidem 
^^ ib idem 
23ibidem 
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launch day (571 lots^') to the second last trading day of the first trading month 
(6，810 lots25). On April 29, the first expiry day, open interest dropped drastically 
to 2,326 lots26 because the most heavily traded series, that is, the current month 
series, were either exercised or expired worthless. The second wave then started to 
build up from 2,326 lots and reached a new high of 8,508 lots'^ on May 27, 1993. 
This pattern showed an upward trend for HSI Options open positions and implied that 
the market is becoming more popular for investors. On expiry day of December, 
open interest reached 17,344 lots^^ 
Volatility 
The cash (equity) market was particularly volatile towards the end of 1993 and 
in the beginning of 1994 (see Appendix 7). Volatility has contributed to the success 
of HSI Options. The futures price during the first three-month period since the 
launch of options swung from 5,808 to 7 , 4 8 P and the great fluctuations made 
options trading attractive, especially to the registered traders and institutional 
investors. From November onward to February 1994, average implied volatility3() 
has been increasing to 50% (see Appendix 8). The Futures Exchange aims to provide 







30lmplied Volatility (IV): The value of the price or rate volatility variable that 
would equate current option price and fair value. Alternatively, the value of the 
volatility variable that buyers and sellers appear to accept when the market price of 
an option is determined. Implied volatility is calculated by using the market price of 
an option as the fair value in an option model and calculating (by iteration) the 
volatility level consistent with the option price. 
f o rmu l a t e d (at all t ime s h av i ng the i n - t h e -money , a t - thc - ino i i cy ami ou t - o f - t h c money 
s t r i k e s ) . In o r d e r to c o p e wi th the grea t fliicUiatioiis, n ew s t r ikes we r e i i i l r od i im l . 
In p r a c t i c e , all the s t r ikes h ave been Iraclccl when (he marke t wa s at a ccrtai i i level . 
.') , I 
CI-iAPTHR VII 
PROSPHCTS F()R ()PTI< >NS IN II( )N( , K( )N(; 
Optiolls can servl' the S,IIlll' pllrposl'S for Ill'dg,ill1.!, .IIld ;lrhitr;IJ,.'.l' ;IS flltllres. IHII 
t.he cOlllplex 111athclllatic,\I pricing Illodels lilllil tr;ulillg, to;1 ,-"rOllp or Slll'ci;disls sllch 
as professional investors ,\lId flllld Ill;II1;1l!,l'rs. Thl' 1\'l',islvn:d (r;l(krs Wl' h;tVl' 
interviewed all noted that rct;lil illvestors Wl'rl' slill 1101 very l'lllhllSi;I.'-;lic ill opliolls 
at t.his stage. 
The Inajority or the ;ICCOlllltS Ihe l'l:g islcrl'd Ir(l(il'rs IlOW 1)(lviIlI..', ;11\' illslilulioll;d 
and professional accolln ts. M ost or t I'll: I ra(krs go I h r01l1..', I) re}!,i slL:rcd 11';1( lers. 
Insiders believc t.hat three qU(lrters or Ihe Ir(ldillg, VOIUllll' is Ihroll)...',I) rq!,isll'n'd Inulcrs. 
Because the dClnand or Ihe 1l1;lrkct (Ire qllile si g, llifi c;lllI, ;\ Ilot vcry slll;dl 1I)(lrkd, 
cal1ed over- the-cOllnter «)T( :) Ill<lrkl:t W;I,'-; /'ot'llll:d. SOllll: illsicit:rs I>c licvc 111;11 111 l: 
transaction volulnc 1l1adc through Ihe ()T( : Ill;lrkct (1/\: I)lOrl: 111;111 11l;1( Ibr01l1!.11 1I1 1.' 
HKFE. Because or this pheJ1olnenoJ1, it provides sOllle difficully ill dcc idillJ!. whi ch 
factors are affecting the orricial rutlln; s Ill<trkel. r ,;trV,l: sude Ir;)(lc rs Sllcll ;\ S .II' 
Morgan, Swiss Bank Corpof(ltiof'l, ( :rcdil J }ol1ll<,i s Sl:c llrili es J:utllrl.:s , (,oldlJl<111 
Sachs, Morgan Stanley, are all very (I ctive in Ih e: (),J'C 111<lrk (..: 1. 
Sun Hung Kai Cotnlnodilics execlltive: direc tor flop C/I<III hdievcs 1/1 (; 
development of HSI Options would he; furt/l(; red L: llh<IIH.:e;d if t.h en; were IJlore 
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registered traders with different views on the market outlook". He said because of 
the limited number of registered traders, the views on the market tended to be rather 
consistent, and as a result, having very similar price quotations. Cresvale Futures 
(Hong Kong) Limited, head of Futures & Options Sales, Paul Breen, agreed that 
more registered traders would facilitate healthy competition, to the long-term benefit 
of the market. 
Due to the nature of options, HKFE expects lots of spread trading when the 
market is mature. In May, two months after the launch of the HSI options, larger 
spread trading took place which involved 1,200 contracts and the relevant transactions 
were completed by the registered traders on the floor^^ 
The spread trading implied that Hong Kong does have specialists for options 
who can formulate strategies based on their perceptions about the market and their 
expected exposure. Besides, the registered trader system can function well for large 
orders. The registered traders are ready to make a price for whatever size on the 
condition that the member representative asks for a quote in a proper manner. 
HKFE is content with the performance of the options market and is making 
continuous effort to promote the product and to educate the market. The more people 
who understand what options are, the more promising the option market will be in 
Hong Kong. All market makers share the view of HKFE in that they are confident 
of the prospects for options in Hong Kong. 
"Turning points: Futures Exchange back in the black." The Securities Journal 





As a major financial centre in the Asia Pacific region, and its active role as 
an axis of economic activity with China, Hong Kong attracts a lot of international 
money. Mr. Leong Ka-chai, chairman of HKFE, believes that options would provide 
the most appropriate risk management tool for these investors.^' 
Our empirical results suggested, as one would expect, that as the market had 
fallen considerably during our study period, the bearish strategies performed the best. 
In particular, shorting a call gave more payoff than buying a put in equivalent terms. 
Besides, for calendar spreads (with either two calls or two puts), and even for those 
which set up at a wide range of strike prices (10,000 to 12,000), non-negative payoffs 
could be generated on the January expiry date. Even on the March expiry date, 
calendar spreads did outperform longing a call or a put, as premiums could be 
received beforehand on the first trading clay of the year. Thus, this kind of protective 
strategy could be employed extensively by small investors who have risk-averse 
attitudes. 
33Worth, John. "New future in the life of exchange." South China Morning 
Post. March 5, 1993. 
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APPENDIX 1 
33 CONSTITUENT STOCKS ON HANG SENG INDEX (AS OF MARCH 1994^ 
Finance Sector (3 stocks) 
The Bank of East Asia Ltd. 
Hang Seng Bank Ltd. 
HSBC Holdings pic 
Utilities Sector (4 stocks) 
China Light & Power Co. Ltd. 
Hongkong Electric Holdings Ltd. 
The Hong Kong & China Gas Co. Ltd. 
Hong Kong Telecommunications Ltd. 
Properties Sector (9 stocks) 
Cheung Kong (Holdings) Ltd. 
Great Eagle Holdings Ltd. 
Hang Lung Development Co. Ltd. 
Henderson Land Development Co. Ltd. 
Hongkong Land Holdings Ltd. 
Hopewell Holdings Ltd. 
Hysan Development Co. Ltd. 
New World Development Co. Ltd. 
Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd. 
Commerce Tndustrv Sector (17 stocks) 
Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd. ^ 
Citic Pacific Ltd. 
Dairy Farm International Holdings Ltd. 
Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering Co. Ltd. 
The Hongkong & Shanghai Hotels Ltd. 
Hutchision Whampoa Ltd. 
Jardine Matheson Holdings Ltd. 
Jardine Strategic Holdings Ltd. 
34Source: HSI Services Company Ltd. 
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Lai Sun Garment (International) Ltd. 
Mandarin Oriental International Ltd. 
Miramar Hotel & Investment Co. Ltd. 
Shun Tak Holdings 
Swire Pacific Ltd. (A Shares) 
Television Broadcasts Ltd. 
The Wharf (Holdings) Ltd. 
Winsor Industrial Corporation Ltd. 
Wheelock Holdings Ltd. 
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APPENDIX 1 
CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS OF HANG SENG INDEX OPTIONS^^ 
Underlying Index Hang Seng Index (the share price index of that name compiled, 
computed and disseminated by HSI Services Ltd). 
Contract Multiplier HK$50 per Index point 
Contract Months Current and next calendar months plus the next two months 
from the following quarterly cycle: March,June, September, 
December. 
Trading Hours Two Trading Sessions per day: 
10:00-12:30 and 14:30-15:45 local Hong Kong time 
Trading Method Open Outcry in accordance with the Rules of the Exchange. 
Expiry Day The Business Day immediately preceding the last Business Day 
of the Contract Month. 
Option premium Option premium is quoted in whole Index points. 
Contract Value Option premium multiplied by the Contract Multiplier. 
Cabinet Bids HK$10.00 per Contract, to include all applicable fees and 
levies. Strike Prices Strike Prices shall be set at intervals of one hundred (100) 
Index points or other such intervals as may from time to time 
be determined by the Board, in consultation with Commission. 
The Exchange reserves the right to introduce new strike prices 
at any time. 
Exercise Style European Style options, which may be exercises only on 
Expiry Day. 
Settlement Cash settlement of the difference between 
on Exercise the official settlement price and the strike (exercise) price. 
Final Settlement Business Day immediately following Expiry Day. 
Day 
Official Settlement The Official Settlement Price Hang Seng Index Options shall be 
35Source: Understanding Options p.5-7 
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a number, rounded down to the nearest whole number, declared 
by the Clearing House and shall, subject to Sections 010 and 
Oil of the Regulations for trading Stock Index Options, be the 
average of the quotations of the Hang Seng Index taken at five 
(5) minute intervals during the Expiry Day and compiled, 
computed and disseminated by HSI Services Ltd. 
Position Limits Nil 
Large Open 500 Contracts in any one series for each Client 
Positions 
Minimum One Index point. 
Fluctuation 
Margin Margin procedures as set out in the Exchange Rules 
Requirements 
* S a m e as the Hang Seng Index Futures Contracl 
Trading Fees 
Exchange Fee HK$9.50 per contract per side 
SFC Levy HK$2.00 per contract per side 
Compensation Fund Levy HK$0.50 per contract per side 
Special Levy HK$5.00 per contract per side 
Total = HK$17.00 per contract per side 
** T h e s e fees are subject to change and investors should consult their brokers . 
Exercise Fees 
Options that are exercised on Expiry Day shall attract an Exercise Fee of HK$ 10.00 
per contract. 
Contracts that are not exercised will be deemed to have expired worthless and will 
not attract an Exercise Fee. 
Minimum Commissions 
Minimum Commissions will be payable on all trades and will be set at the lesser of:-
a) 1 % of the Contract Value rounded up the nearest Hong Kong Dollar with a 




Options that are designated Cabinet Bids shall not attract a minimum commission, as 
they have no Contract Value. 
Cabinet Bids 
These are options that are considered worthless and may be closed out at a nominal 
value of HK% 10.00 per contract which includes all Trading Fees. These contracts 
will be displayed on the price reporting screens as "CAB" bid since options can not 
otherwise be traded at less than the Minimum Fluctuation of on index point. 
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APPENDIX 3 
OPTIONS RISK DISCLOSURE STATEMENT^^ 
BECAUSE OF THE VOLATILE NATURE OF THE STOCK AND COMMODITY MARKETS, THE 
PURCHASE AND WRITING OF OPTIONS INVOLVES A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. OPTION 
TRANSACTIONS SHOULD BE ENTERED INTO ONLY BY PERSONS WHO HAVE READ AND 
UNDERSTOOD THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND WHO UNDERSTAND THE NATURE 
AND EXTENT OF THEIR RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS AND THE RISKS INVOLVED IN 
OPTION TRANSACTIONS. 
BOTH THE BUYER AND THE SELLER OF AN OPTION SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE 
COMMODITY UNDERLYING THE CONTRACT AND WHETHER OR NOT THE UNDERLYING 
COMMODITY IS ACTUALLY TO BE DELIVERED OR RECEIVED, OR IF THE OPTION IS TO 
BE SETTLED BY A CASH PAYMENT. 
THE HOLDER OF AN OPTION SHOULD BE AWARE THAT AN OPTION IS A WASTING 
ASSET AND THERE IS A POSSIBILITY THAT THE HOLDER MAY SUFFER THE LOSS OF 
THE TOTAL PREMIUM PAH) FOR THE OPTION. THE WRITER OF AN OPTION SHOULD BE 
AWARE THAT ADDITIONAL MARGIN MAY BE REQUIRED IF THE POSITION MOVES 
AGAINST THE WRITER. AN OPTION WRITER SHOULD BE AWARE THAT, UNLIKE AN 
OPTION HOLDER, HE IS LIABLE FOR UNLIMITED LOSSES AND HIS GAINS ARE LIMITED 
TO THE OPTION PREMIUM. 
AN OPTION HOLDER SHOULD BE AWARE THAT IN ORDER TO REALISE A PROFIT IT 
WILL BE NECESSARY TO EITHER EXERCISE THE OPTION OR OFFSET THE LONG 
OPTION POSITION IN THE MARKET THROUGH A CLOSING TRADE. UNDER SOME 
CIRCUMSTANCES IT MAY BE DIFFICULT TO TRADE THE OPTION DUE TO LACK OF 
LIQUIDITY IN THE MARKET. AN OPTION HOLDER SHOULD BE AWARE THAT SOME 
OPTIONS CAN ONLY BE EXERCISED ON THE EXPIRY DAY (eg HSI OPTIONS) AND THAT 
OTHER OPTIONS MAY BE EXERCISED AT ANY TIME BEFORE EXPIRATION. 
THE HONG KONG FUTURES EXCHANGE REQUIRES THAT ALL CLIENTS RECEIVE THIS 
OPTIONS RISK DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND SIGN THE ATTACHED 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SLIP, NO MEMBER OF THE FUTURES EXCHANGE CAN ACCEPT 
ORDERS FROM A CLIENT UNTIL THIS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SLIP HAS BEEN RETURNED 
TO THEM. 
THE EXCHANGE DOES NOT INTEND FOR THIS STATEMENT TO ENDORSE OR PROMOTE 
THE TRADING OF OPTIONS. 
Name of Member Finn :-
Name of Client 
I/We the undersigned acknowledge that I/We have read and understood the contents of the Options Risk 
Disclosure Statement. 
Signed Date 
36sTTnders tanding Options p.8-9 
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APPENDIX 4 
OPTIONS INFORMATION STATEMENT'' 
Contract information:-
Strike price; Expiry Day; underlying commodity; option type; buy or sell order; 
opening or closing trade; current quoted price; and order type. 
Underlying Commodity :-
method of delivery or cash settlement process; contract size; and calculation of 
settlement prices. 
Exercise procedures :-
American or European style exercise. 
, Premium:-
/ 
calculation of contract value; payment of premium. 
Margin:-
Approximate Client margin requirements; variation adjustment payments; collateral 
that may be lodged as margin; and payment of margin. 
Transaction cost:-
Minimum commissions; Exchange Fees; Exercise Fees; and other applicable levies. 
37source: TTnderstanding Options p. 10 
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APPENDIX 1 
DAILY MARKET REPORT ON HSI OPTIONS 
(OFFICIAL PUBLICATION ON 3 JAN 94, 28 JAN 94, 30 MAR 94严 
HONG KONG FUTURES EXCHANGE LTD. 
5/F.,Asia Pacific Tower, Cit ibank Plaza, 3 Garden Road, Hong Kong 
Te lephone : 842 9333 Telex : 76375 HKFEG HX Fax : 810 5089 
: D a i l y Market Report Business Day Prv. Business D a y “ 
H.S. Index Opt ion - HK$50 per point (MON 03 JAN 94) j(FRI 31 DEC 93) 
‘Cont ract ! ~ O p e n ； Daily ！ Volit. i E ^ ~ ~ S ^ T ~ 1 ~ O p e n i 
i Month Strike Trade Close Change 丨 H igh Low ； % Volume 」 V o l u m e Interest ； 
JAN/94 10000C ~ 2350 + 3451 0 0 1 491 01 0 j 63! 
JAN/94 10000P 45 25 - 20 45 45 48 20 10! 334 i 
JAN/94 1 0100C - 2250 + 340 0 0 49 0 o i 0 | 
JAN/94 101 OOP - 30 - 20 0 0 48 0 o | Oi 
JAN/94 1 0200C 1830 2155 + 340 1830 1830 49 20 o | 343 
JAN/94 1 0200P 80 35 - 38 80 601 47 21 2! 133 
JAN/94 1 0300C - 2060 + 335 0 0 49 oj o | 0 
I JAN/94 1 0300P - 40 - 30' 0 0 47 0! 0 o l 
! JAN/94 i l 0 4 0 0 C 1685 1970 + 335 i 1710 1685 491 51 ！i 0 ! 335 
；JAN/94 110400P 75 i 50 - 30. 75 75 47： 501' 2； 165 
j JAN/94 |10500C ‘ - : 1875 + 330丨 0 o ! 45 i Oli Ol 0 
JAN/94 10500P - I 58 - 32| 0 0 i 47 0| 0 | 0 
JAN/94 1 0600C 151o j 1780 + 3201 1510 1510 45 21 ！ 0 | 95 
JAN/94 1 0600P 125 65 35j 125 120 46 3i 1 190 
JAN/94 1 0700C 1690 + 315 0 0 45 01 0 0 
JAN/94 1 0700P 75 - 40 0 0 46 oi 0 0 
JAN/94 1 0800C 1250 1605 + 315 1250 1250 45 1 0 257 
JAN/94 1 0800P 145 85 - 45 165 125 45 7 6 131 i 
JAN/94 1 0900C - 1515 + 305 i 0 0 45 Oi 0 0 ii 
JAN/94 1 0900P - 100 - 45! 0 0 45 0| 0 o i 
JAN/94 11000C 1100 1430 + 300 j 1300 1100 45 12 7 4691 
JAN/94 11000P 175 120 - 401 210 170 46 36 9 | 294j 
JAN/94 11100C ！ - 1345 + 295! 0 0 45 Oil 0 | Oi 
i JAN/94 111 OOP I - 135 - 55i 0 0 j 45 Olj 0 Oi 
JAN/94 11200C I - 1265 + 290 i 0 0 44 0 丨| 3 180 
JAN/94 11200P i 200 150 - 651 230 175 44 52! 6 26 
JAN/94 11300C ！ 1190 + 2901 0 0 45 0| 0 0 
JAN/94 11300P — 170 - 75! 0 0 44 0| 0 0 
JAN/94 11400C 1090 1110 + 280 i 1090 1090 44 j 12!! 431 314! 
JAN/94 11400P I 250 195 — 80! 325 230 44 33! 227 
JAN/94 11500C I - 1035 + 2701 0 0 44 0丨 o i 0 
JAN/94 11500P 一 220 - 85 j 0 0 44 Oj 2 2 
JAN/94 11600 C 660 960 + 260 660 625 43 s j 25 99 
JAN/94 11600 P 295 245 - 100 395 295 43 261 34 54 
JAN/94 11700C i 885 + 240 i 0 0 42 0 0 0 
JAN/94 11700P 405 270 - 115 405 405 43 1 0 0 
JAN/94 11800C 600 815 + 230 695 560 42 20 9 107 
JAN/94 11800P 405 300 - 125 450 310 42 23 12 21 
JAN/94 11900C 745 + 215 0 0 41 0 4 4 
JAN/94 11900P - 335 - 140i 0 0 42 0丨 0 0 
JAN/94 12000C 480 680 十 192丨 565 435 41 23 j 68 60 
I JAN/94 I12000P 490 365 - 160 580 380 41 13 3 19 
JAN/94 1 2100C - 620 + 185 0 0 40 0 29 29 
JAN/94 121 OOP 520 405 - 170 520 520 41 1 0 0 
JAN/94 1 2200C 350 560 + 165 540 350 40 12 31 64 
JAN/94 12200P 605 445 - 190 605 605 40 1 0 1 
JAN/94 1 2300C 395 500 + 145 395 395 39 1 0 0 
JAN/94 1 2300P 630 485 - 210 630 630 39 Zi 0 0 
JAN/94 1 2400C 305 455 + 135 " ^ 4 6 0 295 39 651 11 72 
JAN/94 1 2400P 730 540 - 220 770 600 39 31 0 0 
JAN/94 1 2500C 245 410 + 125 250 245 39 7 0 0 
JAN/94 12500P 595 - 230 0 0 39 0 0 0 
JAN/94 1 2600C 270 370 + 115 345 240 39 73 77 76 
JAN/94 1 2600P 655 - 240 0 0 39 0 0 0 
1 
！ I i 
I ' Contract Total : 丨 646II 401 I 4104] I L L “ 
38Source: Clearing House of HKFE 
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i Daily Market Report “ Business Day 丨 Prv. Business Day 
丨 H.S. Index Option - HK$50 per point (MON 03 JAN 94) { (FRI 31 DEC93) ij 
；Contract | Open j 丨 Daily | Volit. ； ^ ~ ~ A ^ ~ 丨 Open 
I Month ； Sfrike Trade Close Change High Low j % \ Volume ：| Volume 丨 Interest ；  
MAR/94 6600C - 5 7 6 0 + 3601 0 ~ ^ o] o] 
MAR/94 6600P - 4 - 2 0 0 52 0 0 5 
MAR/94 6700C - 5660 + 360 0 0 33 0 0 0 | 
MAR/94 6700P - 4 - 3 0 0 51 0 0 o l 
m a r / 9 4 6800C - 5560 + 360 0 0 33 oi 0 10 
MAR/94 6800P - 4 - 3 0 0 50 0 0 52 
MAR/94 6900C - 5460 + 355 0 0 33 0 0 25 
MAR/94 6900P - 4 - 4 0 0 49 0 0 之 5 
MAR/94 7000C - 5360 + 355 0 0 33 0 0 20 
MAR/94 7000P - 5 - 3 0 0 49 0 0 152 
MAR/94 7100C - 5260 + 355 0 0 33 0 0 0 
MAR/94 71 OOP - 5 - 4 0 0 48 0 0 0 丨 
MAR/94 7200C - 5160 + 355 0 0 33 oj 0 300 ； 
MAR/94 7200P - 6 - 4 0 0 48 0 0 345 j ； 
MAR/94 7300C - 5060 + 3 5 0 0 0 33 0 o | 0 ^ 
MAR/94 7300P - 7 - 4 0 0 j 48 0 01 252 ； 
MAR/94 7400C - 4960 + 350 0 0 33 0 0 50 
MAR/94 7400P - 7 - 5 0 0 46 0 0 50 
MAR/94 7500C - 4860 + 350 0 0 33 0 0 160 「 
MAR/94 7500P - 8 - 5 0 0 46 0 0 157 
MAR/94 7600C - 4760 + 350 0 0 33 0 0 39 ： 
MAR/94 7600P - 9 - 6 0 0 46 0 0 17 
MAR/94 7700C - 4660 + 350 0 0 33 0 0 0 
MAR/94 7700P - 11 - 6 0 0 46 0 0 14 
MAR/94 7800C - 4565 + 3 5 0 0 0 33 0 0 60 
MAR/94 7800P 12 - 7 0 0 45 0 0 21 
MAR/94 7900C - 4465 + 350 0 0 33 0 0 0 ； 
MAR/94 7900P 16 - 5 0 0 46 0 0 0 ‘ 
MAR/94 8000C - 4365 + 345 0 0 33 0 0 40 
MAR/94 8000P - 18 - 5 0 0 46 0 0 305 
MAR/94 8200C 4170 + 345 0 0 33 0 0 70 
MAR/94 8200P 22 - 7 0 0 45 0 0 198 
MAR/94 8400C - 3975 + 345 0 0 33 o| 0 0 
MAR/94 8400P 27 - 9 0 0 44 0 0 5 
m a r / 9 4 8600C - 3775 + 335 0 0 33 C C 20 
MAR/94 8600P - 34 - 11 0 0 44 0 0 765 
MAR/94 8800C - 3530 + 280 0 0 1 0 0 41 
MAR/94 8800P - 42 - 13 0 0 43 0 0 397 
MAR/94 9000C - 3380 + 320 0 0 33 0 0 41 
MAR/94 9000P 51 - 28 0 0 42 0 0 400 
MAR/94 9200C 2880 3180 + 305 2880 2880 33 20 30 358 
MAR/94 9200P - 62 — 19 0 0 42 0 0 251 
MAR/94 9400C - 2990 + 300 0 0 33 0 0 329 
MAR/94 9400P - 72 - 33 0 0 41 o| 0 241 
MAR/94 9600C 2815 + 305 0 0 33 0 0 106 
MAR/94 9600P 80 - 45 0 0 39 0 0 271 
MAR/94 9800C - 2635 + 300 0 0 ” 0 ) 234 
MAR/94 9800P 105 - 40 0 0 〜 0 0 189 
MAR/94 1 0000C - 2460 + 295 0 0 35 2 0 198 
MAR/94 1 0000P 130 - 45 0 0 39 0 3 229 
MAR/94 1 0200C - 2290 + 295 0 0 35 0 0 93 
MAR/94 10200P 210 150 - 55 210 210 38 50 60 152 
MAR/94 1 0400C - 2120 + 285 0 0 35 0 0 436 
MAR/94 1 0400P - 180 - 65 0 0 38 0 0 22 
MAR/94 10600C - 1965 + 285 0 0 36 0 0 0 
MAR/94 10600P 310 215 - 75 310 310 38 1 19 
MAR/94 1 0800C 1600 1810 + 280 1600 1600 36 1 0 7 
MAR/94 1 0800P 360 255 - 85 360 360 37 1 20 22 
MAR/94 11000C 1300 1665 + 275 1320 1300 36 4 0 49 
MAR/94 11000P 305 - 95 0 0 37 0 0 42 
MAR/94 11200C 一 1530 + 275 0 0 36 0 0 5 
MAR/94 11200P . 450 360 一 105 450 450 37 50 0 0 
MAR/94 11400C 1065 1395 + 265 1170 1065 36 9 2 154 
MAR/94 11400P _ 425 " 115 0 0 37 0 0 6 
MAR/94 11600C _ 1260 + 245 0 0 36 0 0 116 
MAR/94 11600P - 495 - 13。 。 。 37 0 3 6 
MAR/94 11800C 950 1135 4-230 950 950 36 5 4 Q 
MAR/94 11800P 730 565 - 150 730 730 36 10 .0 14 
MAR/94 1 2 0 0 ^ ^ 810 1015 + 210 875 810 35 36 ) ； 
780 650 - 165 S i e . 780 3( : I ^ 
MAR/94 1 2 2 0 ^ - 905 + 190 0 0 35 0 J ® 
MAR/94 12200P 745 - 180 0 0 36 0 0 : 
MAR/94 12400C 625 800 + 1 7 0 635 625 35 4 2 8 
MAR/94 1 2400P 850 - 190 0 0 36 0 0 O 
M X 1 2 6 ^ 0 559 710 + 1 5 5 685 559 35 9 。 。 
MAR/94 12600P 960 - 205 0 0 36 0 0 
i • 
I Contract To J : 233t~ 1541 762ol| 
. 一-丄 
... - — - -•.…• --
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巧 二 印 o r t • Business Day llPrv. Business Day [I 
H.S.Index Option - HK$50 per point (FRI 28 JAN 94) (THU 27 JAN 94、 
二 Open ^ D ^ I Volit. EST 丨 ACT Open 
T『ade__Close Change High Low % Volume Volume Interest 
JAN/94 1 0100C - 0 - 1 5 0 0 0 O ~ l 2 1 0 Q q 
JAN/94 101 OOP 一 0 - 3 0 0 119 0 0 16 
JAN/94 10200C - 0 - 1 4 0 0 0 0 113 0 0 245 
JAN/94 10200P - 0 - 3 0 0 111 0 0 392 
JAN/94 10300C - 0 - 1 3 0 0 0 0 113 0 0 19 
JAN/94 10300P - 0 - 3 0 0 104 0 0 24 
JAN/94 10400C - 0 - 1 2 0 0 0 0 113 0 0 327 
JAN/94 1 0400P - 0 - 3 0 0 97 0 0 210 
JAN/94 10500C - 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 97 0 0 6 
JAN/94 1 0500P - 0 - 3 0 0 89 0 0 126 
JAN/94 1 0600C - 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 97 0 1 220 
JAN/94 10600P - 0 - 3 0 0 82 0 0 180 
JAN/94 1 0700C - 0 900 0 0 97 0 0 22 
JAN/94 10700P - 0 - 3 0 0 75 0 0 55 
JAN/94 10800C - 0 - 800 0 0 81 0 0 426 
JAN/94 10800P - 0 - 3 0 0 67 0 0 307 
JAN/94 1 0900C - 0 - 700 0 0 73 0 0 357 -
JAN/94 10900P - 0 - 3 0 0 60 0 o 95 
JAN/94 11000C - 0 - 600 0 0 65 0 0 622 
JAN/94 11000P - 0 - 3 0 0 52 0 3 818 
JAN/94 11100C 390 390 - 110 390 390 57 1 2 106 
JAN/94 111 OOP - 0 - 4 0 0 47 0 0 101 
JAN/94 11200C 330 260 - 140 330 260 49 4 12 233 
JAN/94 11200P - 0 - 4 0 0 39 0 30 135 
JAN/94 11300C 120 120 - 180 120 120 37 2 1 60 
JAN/94 11300P - 0 - 5 0 0 32 0 72 79 
JAN/94 11400C 160 90 - 125 170 90 39 25 208 387 
JAN/94 11400P 5 5 - 13 5 5 34 8 53 303 
JAN/94 11500C 140 5 - 120 140 5 30 152 129 324 
JAN/94 11500P 5 40 + 7 45 5 29 755 30 104 
JAN/94 11600C 50 3 - 42 50 3 21 129 26 311 
JAN/94 11600P 80 150 + 95 150 50 21 11 2 55 
JAN/94 11700C - 0 - 28 0 0 30 0 1 54 
JAN/94 11700P - 0 - 140 0 0 30 0 0 4 
JAN/94 11800C - 0 - 13 0 0 32 0 6 193 
JAN/94 11800P - 0 - 230 0 0 37 0 2 53 
JAN/94 11900C - 0 - 8 0 0 37 0 1 12 
JAN/94 11900P - 0 - 325 0 0 43 0 0 2 
JAN/94 1 2000C - 0 - 4 0 0 39 o| 8 288 
JAN/94 1 2000P - 0 - 420 0 0 49 0 0 157 
JAN/94 1 2100C 0 - 4 0 0 47 0 0 53 
JAN/94 121 OOP - 0 - 515 0 0 49 0 0 3 
JAN/94 1 2200C - 0 - 4 0 0 54 0 0 109 
JAN/94 1 2200P - 0 - 615 0 0 49 0 0 16 
JAN/94 1 2300C — 0 - 3 0 0 58 0 0 8 
JAN/94 1 2300P - 0 - 715 0 0 65 o| 0 5 
JAN/94 1 2400C - 0 - 3 0 0 64 0 0 126 
JAN/94 12400P - 0 - 815 0 0 65 0 0 40 
JAN/94 1 2500C - 0 - 3 0 0 70 0 0 21 
JAN/94 12500P - 0 - 915 0 0 65 0 0 0 
JAN/94 1 2600C - 0 - 3 0 0 77 0 0 218 
JAN/94 12600P - 0 - 1 0 1 5 0 0 65 0 0 0 
JAN/94 1 2700C - 0 - 3 0 0 83 0 0 126 
JAN/94 12700P - 0 - 1 1 1 5 0 0 65 0 0 0 
JAN/94 1 2800C - 0 - 1 0 0 77 0 0 126 
JAN/94 12800P - 0 - 1 2 1 5 0 0 65 0 0 2 
JAN/94 12900C - 0 - 1 0 0 82 0 0 3 
JAN/94 1 2900P - 0 - 1 3 1 5 0 0 65 0 0 0 
JAN/94 1 30000 - 0 - 1 0 0 87 0 0 215 
JAN/94 1 3000P - 0 - 1 4 1 5 0 0 65 0 0 0 
I Contract Total : 587 i 84991 
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gl^i i^^^TOi^y l ^ ^ u s i n e s s Day 
M.S. Index Option - HKS50 per point (FRI 28 JAN 94) (THU 27 JAN 94) 
， O p e n r ^ h ^ E S T — f — ^ O p e n 
^ ^ Trade Close Change High Low % Volume Volume Interest 
MAR/94 6600C - 4805 - 255 0 0 ~ 3 3 0 0 0 
MAR/94 6600P - 3 0 0 0 60 0 0 3 
MAR/94 6700C - 4705 - 255 0 0 33 0 0 0 
MAR/94 6700P 9 - 1 0 0 59 0 0 0 
MAR/94 6800C - 4605 - 255 0 0 33 0 0 10 
MAR/94 6800P - 9 - 2 0 0 58 0 0 50 
MAR/94 6900C - 4505 - 255 0 0 33 0 0 25 
MAR/94 6900P 10 - 2 0 0 57 0 0 25 
MAR/94 7000C - 4405 - 255 0 0 33 0 o 20 
MAR/94 7000P 12 - 1 0 0 57 0 0 152 
MAR/94 7100C - 4310 250 0 0 33 0 0 0 
MAR/94 71 OOP 13 - 2 0 0 56 0 0 0 
MAR/94 7200C 4210 - 250 0 0 33 0 0 300 
MAR/94 7200P - 14 - 3 0 0 55 0 0 340 
MAR/94 7300C 4110 - 250 0 0 33 0 0 0 
MAR/94 7300P - 1 6 - 3 0 0 55 0 0 252 
MAR/94 7400C 4015 - 245 0 0 33 0 0 50 
MAR/94 740CP - 18 - 3 0 0 55 0 0 50 
二 MAR/94 7500C - 3915 - 245 0 0 33 0 0 153 
MAR/94 7500P 20 - 3 0 0 54 0 0 157 
MAR/94 7600C 一 3820 - 240 0 0 33 0 0 39 
MAR/94 7600P - 23 - 2 0 0 54 0 0 17 
MAR/94 7700C - 3720 - 250 0 0 33 0 0 0 
MAR/94 7700P 26 0 0 0 53 0 0 14 
MAR/94 7800C - 3625 - 248 0 0 33 0 0 50 
MAR/94 7800P - 29 + 1 0 0 53 0 0 14 
MAR/94 7900C - 3525 - 251 0 0 33 0 0 0 
MAR/94 7900P 32 + 1 0 0 52 0 0 0 
MAR/94 8000C - 3430 - 250 0 0 33 0 0 37 
MAR/94 8000P 36 + 1 0 0 52 0 1 307 
MAR/94 8200C - 3230 - 260 0 0 33 0 0 60 
MAR/94 8200P - 40 - 5 0 0 50 0 0 184 
MAR/94 8400C - 3045 - 255 0 0 41 0 0 0 
MAR/94 8400P 50 - 5 0 0 49 0 0 7 
MAR/94 8600C — 2855 - 263 0 0 41 0 0 12 
MAR/94 8600P 70 60 - 18 70 70 48 4 0 705 
MAR/94 8800C - 2670 - 250 0 0 41 0 0 3 
MAR/94 8800P 75 - 5 0 0 48 0 0 376 
MAR/94 9000C - 2490 - 245 0 0 45 0 0 41 
MAR/94 9000P 120 100 + 5 120 120 48 1 0 566 
MAR/94 9200C - 2310 - 245 0 0 43 0 0 343 
MAR/94 9200P - 120 + 5 0 0. 47 0 0 253 
MAR/94 9400C - 2135 - 240 0 0 43 0 0 319 
MAR/94 9400P - 150 + 15 0 0 47 0 0 241 
MAR/94 9600C - 1970 - 230 0 0 43 0 0 106 
MAR/94 9600P - 180 + 20 0 0 46 0 0 252 
MAR/94 9800C - 1805 - 225 0 0 43 0 0 408 
MAR/94 9800P - 2 1 5 + 2 5 C 0 46 0 0 128 
MAR/94 10000C 1 8 5 a - . 1 6 5 0 - 240 1850 1850 43 20 0 142 
MAR/94 1 0000P '" '290 Z-260 + 30 290 290 45 1 0 909 
MAR/94 10200C - 1495 - 215 0 0 42 0 0 38 
MAR/94 10200P 305 + 40 0 0 44 0 0 181 
MAR/94 10400C - 1355 - 205 0 0 42 0 0 163 
MAR/94 1 0400P 365 + 40 0 0 44 0 0 101 
MAR/94 1 0600C - 1220 - 195 0 0 42 0 0 2 
MAR/94 1 0600P 430 + 50 0 0 44 0 0 301 
MAR/94 1 0800C - 1090 - 180 0 0 42 0 0 11 
MAR/94 10800P - 500 + 60 0 0 44 0 0 30 
MAR/94 11000C - 975 - 175 0 0 42 0 0 53 
MAR/94 11000P 585 + 75 0 0 44 0 8 121 
MAR/94 11200C - 865 一 165 0 0 41 0 0 22 
MAR/94 11200P - 675 + 85 0 0 43 0 50 48 
MAR/94 11400C - 765 - 155 0 0 41 0 1 224 
MAR/94 11400P 740 775 + 95 740 740 43 50 0 53 
MAR/94 11600C 850 675 - 145 850 850 41 1 0 145 
MAR/94 11600P - 885 + 105 0 0 43 0 0 14 
MAR/94 11800C - 590 - 140 0 0 41 0 0 25 
MAR/94 11800P - 1000 + 110 0 0 43 0 0 21 
MAR/94 1 2000C 660 515 - 125 660 530 41 55 21 191 
MAR/94 1 2000P - 1 1 2 5 + 125 0 0 43 0 0 37 
MAR/94 1 2200C 520 450 - 110 520 520 41 2 0 18 
MAR/94 12200P - 1260 + 130 0 0 43 0 0 2 
MAR/94 1 2400C - 390 一 100 0 0 41 0 0 171 
MAR/94 12400P - 1400 + 140 0 0 43 0 0 1 
MAR/94 12600C 340 - 90 0 0 41 0 0 
MAR/94 1 2600P 一 155。 + 1 5 。 0 J 44 0 0 ° 
MAR/94 12800C - 295 - 80 0 0 42 0 0 
MAR/94 1 2800P - 1705 + 155 0 0 44 0 0 _； 
MAR/94 1 3000C 340 255 - 75 340 250 42 14 J 
MAR/94 1 3000P - 1865 + 165 0 0 44 0 0 
I Contract Total ： 148II “ 82| 92751 
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u r ；二 。！。 ？ 。 - ； 11： 
= ： S --•� 1 
mar/94 1 0400P 一 � S = 2 I ！;' 
= ； - ‘ 3 S � 0 7o I I J；： = = ： S -，； S - I I MWVM lOfOOF - 0 -1105 0 0 18B 0 0 172 WW4 107CWC - C - 9 0 0 05 o 0 11 war/94 10700r 一 � 0 Q 29 g g MAn/M loiooc - 0 . 3 0 0 m o o iti WAR/94 lOfOOP - 0 -1900 0 p 129 q q s^ q MAN/M 1Q900C - 0 - ) 0 0 lit 0 0 205 MAR/S4 lOfOOP - Q -1405 Q Q Q D 0 
mar/m 11000C - 0 - 3 0 0 ize o o 997 MAR/备4 11000^  leto 0 -leoe imo imo 129 1 0 990 MAA/94 11100c - 0 - 3 0 0 13B 0 0 79 MAR/M 11100P - 0 -1001 0 Q 128 0 0 0 11200C - 0 * 3 0 0 12f 0 C 321 MAR/94 llfOOP • 0 -1706 0 0 0 0 eB MAR/04 11300C - 0 ^ 3 O 0 12t 0 0 2 MAR/f4 liaOOP - Q ，1雛05 0 Q 120 0 Q Q 11400C 一 0 > 9 0 0 lit 0 0 
MAPVt4 11400P - 0 - 1 9 0 9 0 0 120 0 Q 10 毒 
MAR/B4 11500C - 0 « 3 0 0 0 0 »07 MAR/04 ”暴OOP • 0 -2001 Q 0 190 0 Q o Mar/94 iieooc - 0 - 5 0 0 izf 0 0 337 MAfl/e4 n»OOP - 0 -2106 0 0 129 0 0 94 MAW/P4 11700C - 0 - 3 0 0 110 D Q 1 MAR/94 11700产 - Q -2205 0 0 12f 0 0 0 11 尊 OQC - 0 - 9 0 0 1lt 0 Q 62 MAR/i4 llfOOP - 0 -3308 0 0 120 0 0 99 MAR/84 11«OOC - 0 - 3 0 0 129 0 0 1 MAR/i4 11 雷 OQf* • 0 一 2406 Q 0 129 0 0 0 
MAB/Q4 1200QC - 0 - 3 0 0 1 Z I 0 0 472 MAR/»4 12000产 • 0 -2500 0 0 129 0 0 M MAR/04 12100c - 0 - 3 0 0 1 M 0 0 0 MAR/94 1Z100P - 0 -2606 0 0 120 0 0 0 MA«/84 12200c - 0 - 3 p 0 1Z0 0 0 147 
M A R / M 12200P - 0 - 1 7 0 8 0 0 129 0 Q I MAH/9* 12900C - 0 - 3 0 0 1S9 0 0 0 MAR/14 1 2300P - 0 -ItOB 0 Q 120 0 0 0 MAR/04 12400C w 0 • 3 0 0 1Z9 Q 0 109 MAR/f4 13400P - 0 >Z»Oe 0 Q 120 0 Q 1 MAR/04 iZfOOC • 0 - 3 0 0 121 Q 0 0 
M A R / M 1JBOOP - 0 -SOOB 0 Q 129 0 0 0 MAR/94 12000c - 0 - 5 0 0 121 Q 0 164 MAR/94 lieooP • 0 -3105 0 0 0 0 1 MAn/04 1 2700C - 0 - 3 0 0 12t 0 0 0 MAn/94 1Z700P - 0 -3208 Q 0 120 0 0 0 MAPVB4 UiOOC - 0 - 3 0 0 Iff 0 0 71 
1 H 9 0 P - 0 - 3 3 0 8 0 0 0 0 I 
MAK/94 12900C - 0 - 3 0 0 129 0 0 0 MAR/04 12B00P • 0 -3405 0 0 129 0 0 0 MAR/04 1 9000C - 0 - 3 0 0 1SI P 0 171 MAR/04 liogpP - 0 -3606 0 C 129 0 0 1 
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APPENDIX 8 
AVERAGE IMPLIED VOLATILITY 
FROM NOVEMBER 1’ 93 TO FEBRUARY 4, 1994'' 
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